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Welcome

Introduction

The layout of this new edition of the IES 
Magazine reflects our commitment to 
seeing our schools as communities in 
which all their members play a part. 

at the heart of these school communities 
are of course our students. they are our sole 
raison d’être and the goal of all our activities. 
the magazine tries to reflect the huge variety 
of activities and achievements among our 
students over the last year. Inevitably, with 
eight schools scattered across four countries 
and three continents, and with ages ranging 
from 2 (or less)   to 19, what you see here will 
only be the tip of the iceberg. I hope it will be 
sufficient to show you some of the many ways 
our students achieve both within the formal 
school curriculum and in the many extra-
curricular activities on offer.  

the purpose of school is to learn and in 
order to learn and to reach one’s potential 
students have to work, and to work hard. 
IeS schools offer demanding educational 
programmes, whether these are of our 
own making or reflect state curricula or the 
curricula laid down by the International 
Baccalaureate or by university of cambridge 
International examinations. We set very 
high academic standards. the most lasting 
satisfaction for our students usually comes 
from hard work: they know that their own 
efforts have made a difference; they know that 
they have earned their rewards. 

Students also have a great deal of fun, both 
within lessons and in additional activities. We 
hope we have illustrated this too.  We are 
keen that children in our schools are happy to 
be there and get up in the morning looking 
forward to going to school (at least most of 
the time)!

one of the features of IeS is its global 
network and the opportunities that this 
provides for students from different parts of 
the world to meet, get to know each other, 
and learn together. a number of our schools 
offer either short courses or summer camps 
for students from other IeS schools or from 
schools in Spain or latin america that are 
part of our sister network SeK which this year 
has been celebrating its 120th anniversary. 
one of the highlights of this year was also the 
participation of students from england in Blue 
Week, a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to sail 
around the Balearics in an old sailing boat and 

learn about the sea and navigation.  
School communities also, crucially, include 

our staff, both teaching and non-teaching. 
We depend for our success, above all, on our 
teachers: on their experience, knowledge, 
and understanding of how children learn, and 
on their commitment and enthusiasm. the 
character of a school is also determined by the 
many members of the non-teaching staff who 
work there. the friendliness and efficiency 
of the school secretary, finance officer and 
admissions officer, the sense of responsibility 
for their buildings and grounds of the school 
maintenance staff, the careful planning of 
our cafeteria staff – all these are necessary 
for a successful school. People who work in 
IeS schools have an extraordinary range of 
interests and achievements outside school 
which they are sometimes able to bring into 
their teaching and which can make them role 
models for our students. We are delighted 
that some of these interests and achievements 
are reflected in this magazine.

the third part of the school community 
triangle is the parents. Without you IeS 
would not exist. you have chosen to place 
your children in our care and in doing so 
become part of a community that is much 
more than just the commercial relationship 
between a client and a provider of services. 
all IeS schools are keen that parents involve 
themselves fully in the life of the school. 
We are very fortunate in having so many 
thriving parents’ associations which add so 
much to the social life of our schools. your 
support on the touchline, at our many school 
events, and in out-of-school activities, is 
invaluable. Parents also have a great deal to 
offer educationally, whether this is coming 
into school and telling students about 
interesting aspects of their jobs, sharing their 
enthusiasms, or advising young people about 
careers. again, I hope that we have been able 
to illustrate just a few of the ways in which 
your support and participation enriches the 
education offered in our schools. 

Finally, and last but not least, school 
communities also exist in time. although IeS 
is a relatively new organisation, some of its 
schools have a long history of which they 
are proud and which continues to be an 
important part of the school’s identity. one 
school (Holy trinity) is moving towards its 

110th anniversary and another, St John’s, is 
beginning to plan its centenary celebrations 
in 2014. there are therefore a lot of people 
around – and the number grows every year 
even in our newer schools – proud to call 
themselves former students or alumni of our 
IeS schools. those of us who have made our 
career in education are interested, above all, 
in the long-term effects of what we do. the 
short-term achievements are important and 
interesting, but the greatest satisfaction for 
an educator is to find that former students 
have launched themselves on a career in 
which they are both successful and happy 
(and happiness and success may have 
little to do with either money or worldly 
status), that a subject studied at school has 
become a lifelong interest, and, even more 
importantly, that former students turn out 
to be responsible and ethical people who 
are adding to the sum of human happiness 
rather than diminishing it. no IeS magazine 
would therefore be complete without some 
accounts of what our former students have 
gone on to do.

This has been a good year for IES: a 
new campus for our school at Blouberg, 
in South Africa, which is now well into 
the second phase of its construction; 
the start of the construction of new 
school buildings, also in South Africa, at 
Hout Bay; some strong results in some 
of our schools from students entering 
the examinations for the International 
Baccalaureate Diploma and for the 
Cambridge International Examinations 
IGCSE (International General Certificate 
of Secondary Education).  We look 
forward to moving from strength to 
strength in 2013.

dr nicholas tate
Chairman, IES
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Former
Students

BoCA PrEP InTErnATIonAl SCHool

By Raquel Gonoretzky 

raquel Gonoretzky is a 2011 graduate 
of Boca Prep and has recently 
completed her first year at Cornell 
University.  she, along with two others 
from her class, are attending Ivy League 
universities in the u.s.  This is her 
reflection on her experience.

We spend over ten years in preparation 
for college. our knowledge expands over 
the course of elementary, middle and 
high school as we await the excitement 
of… yet another four years of school?! 
While initially, we feared the thought of 
having to move away and deal with the 
responsibilities of becoming adults, we 
eventually warmed up to the idea as we 
grew older. after all, the older we got, the 

more and more people would tell us how 
wonderful their college years were. It’s 
incredibly clichéd, but we constantly hear 
how college “was the best four years of 
my life!” the prospect of declining what 
is meant to be a fantastic period in one’s 
life soon became absurd. to say that I was 
excited to start college is putting it lightly. 
For the last couple of years of high school at 
Boca Prep, I was completely consumed by 
the lure of attending college. meeting new 
people, taking responsibility, dealing with 
problems, creating life-long friends, learning 
things beyond my imagination and taking 
advantage of tremendous opportunities 
were just a few things I was looking forward 
to. the thought of being able to step into 
the bigger world enticed me.

despite the excitement, throughout 
the entire college process I was, naturally, 
feeling a bit of fear. What if I don’t get 
accepted anywhere? What if I don’t 
succeed as much as is expected of me? 
What if I arrive and everything is just so much 
more difficult than I thought it would be? I 
realized the key to battling such questions 
is preparation. I prepared a list of colleges 
to consider based on different criteria and 
I took steps that I hoped would prepare 
me for success in college. I knew college 
wouldn’t be easy, but I figured I should take 
the necessary steps to ensure that I could at 
least facilitate things a bit for myself.

So, when I discovered Boca Prep would 
become an IB school, I decided to make 
the commitment and go through with 
the diploma Program. and I’m glad I did! 
the IB was a very interesting experience; 
one filled with frustration, exhaustion and 
challenges. looming deadlines for crucial 
papers became the cause of most of 
my stress. 

maybe I didn’t realize it at the time, but 
it is apparent now; the IB has really helped 
me throughout my first year at cornell. I 
have learned how to deal with deadlines 
and work well under pressure. Because 
of the IB, I have also learned how to view 
things in an unconventional way, which has 
helped tremendously in writing papers. 
Perhaps the most exciting is over-hearing 
someone mention the words extended 
essay, caS, toK, Higher level, Standard 
level, etc. Some of my very close friends 
here are IB diploma students and together 
we are very entertained with “inside jokes” 
that only IB students would understand. 

While it was definitely an experience with 
multiple ups and downs, I can safely say I 
am happy with my time spent at Boca Prep 
and my commitment to the IB. though 
we were the first class to go through with 
the diploma Program, we learned how to 
work through difficult situations. the small, 
intimate class room settings at Boca Prep 
have allowed me to appreciate the help 
and assistance one can get from teachers 
and professors. there are many things I can 
take away from the past years at Boca Prep 
that will benefit me in the future.

Boca Prep Student in the Ivy league

Former Students
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SEK BUDAPEST 
InTErnATIonAl SCHool

THE GrAnTHAM PrEPArATory SCHool

THE GrAnTHAM PrEPArATory SCHool

Julia lipowiecka came to SEK 
Budapest to join the IB Diploma 
Programme. She graduated in 
2008 and left Budapest, but has since 
stayed in touch with her classmates 
and teachers. Here is a part of a letter 
she sent to the new generation of IB 
students, sharing her experience and 
motivating them to give their best. 

“…the International Baccalaureate 
is a world-class programme that 
enables you to study successfully at the 
university level anywhere in the world. 
the IB is not only accepted by the 
top universities worldwide, but it also 
provides an excellent preparation for 
any specific degree. the IB develops 
your knowledge but also essential skills 
that enable you to do well at university 
level. Following completing the IB 
diploma at SeK Budapest International 
School with 41 points, I applied to 
universities in the united Kingdom. I am 
now in my 3rd year studying for a BSc in 
politics with a minor in economics at the 
university of Bath, which is one of the 
top higher education institutions in the 
uK. Having the IB diploma has definitely 
enabled me to do well in my degree and 
provided me with excellent foundations 
on which to build on.”

For us it is always a great pleasure to 
hear from Julia.

letter from Julia

So many opportunities to shine
By alex Gordon

As a former pupil at Grantham Prep 
I was given many opportunities that 
other schools did not offer.  this has really 
helped with what I have achieved and what 
I am able to do, whether it be sports or even 
my social skills.

after leaving Grantham Prep in 2006 I 
went off to carre’s Grammar School and 
since being there I have represented the 
school in different activities including 
rugby and tennis. I have also been able 
to add to the music department in school 
performances, but also on excursions, 
for example I have sung in the albert Hall 
twice with a few other pupils from carre’s 

Grammar School.
upon leaving Grantham Prep I have 

improved my tennis considerably, where at 
one point I ranked 15th in the county for u18 
Singles and in doubles I won the Grantham 
open u14 and being placed third in the 
county for u18 doubles in the lincolnshire 
closed.  I was also given the chance to 
complete my tennis leaders level 1 with over 
200 hours of voluntary work.

my main achievement after leaving 
Grantham Prep was my musical ability. 
at Grantham Prep I was given many 
opportunities to improve my musical ability 
and after leaving, it showed how much those 
opportunities helped my musical ability. I 

Aneurin Banfield, who left  Grantham 
Prep in July 2008 to go on to grammar 
school, has achieved a stunning 
distinction at Grade VIII with 96% on 
the Jazz Saxophone.   aneurin began 
lessons in year Six at the Prep School and 
has reached the top examination level in 
just 4 ½ years.   In 2010 he became the 
youngest member of the lincolnshire Jazz 
and rock academy at fourteen years old, 
and this summer travels to austria as soprano 
saxophonist with the lincolnshire Symphonic 
Wind orchestra.   aneurin still regularly helps 
out with Prep School summer concerts, and 
this year returned with the King’s School 
Soul Band to give workshops to some of our 
current talented pupils.

The Grantham Prep School 
past pupils – music success

Former Students

now play in 5 orchestras I lead one and I am 
on front desk of second violins for both the 
lincolnshire youth Symphony orchestra and 
the lincolnshire youth Symphonic chamber 
orchestra. I also play in Grantham area band 
and left the lincolnshire youth concert 
orchestra. I have also formed a band with 
three of my friends where we now play 
anything from rock to folk music.

I would like to thank all the teachers who 
helped me get to where I am today.  Without 
them I would never be in the position I am 
in now. one thing I would say is take the 
opportunities tGPS offer you and make the 
most of the school and its facilities because 
reflecting upon it I am able to see how good 
a school it is.

ST JoHn’S 
InTErnATIonAl SCHool

Jodie dibble

ST JoHn’S InTErnATIonAl SCHool

My family moved to East 
Devon when I was 10 and I 
have always said that leaving 
london was the best decision 
they ever made. 

my brother, oliver, and I joined 
St John’s in September 1980 and 
I recall finding it difficult to find 
my way around the sprawling 
building and its grounds. It was 
very different to what we had 
been used to. the redoubtable 
mr Hutchings was my first maths teacher, 
but I fear even his patience wore thin at my 
inability to get to grips with long division. I 
far preferred the history classes of mr collins 
and geography with mr Phillips. 

I was at St John’s for four years (at that time 
only a Preparatory school) before moving 
to the King’s School in ottery St. mary for 
o levels and a levels. From there, I went to 
what was then Wolverhampton Polytechnic. 
I was in the West midlands for three years 
and, as I was studying languages, spent a 
further year at a university in aix en Provence. 

It was 1989-90 and the months of the 
collapse of the communist regimes of 
eastern europe, so instead of studying I 
spent all my free time hitch-hiking around 
czechoslovakia, Bulgaria and other 
crumbling socialist states. I was in Berlin 
when the Wall came down, saw Vaclav 
Havel strumming a guitar on a balcony 
in Prague and was in Budapest shortly 
after ceaucescu was shot.  Going back to 
Wolverhampton was an anti-climax, but it 
did convince me even further of the career I 
had wanted since I was a boy. 

In 1991, I started a one-year post-graduate 
course in print journalism at the university 
of central lancashire in Preston. I wanted 
to return to journalism in the future, but in 
the meantime wanted to go to a place as 
far away from the uK as possible and with a 
completely different culture and language. 
a friend had a brother who had lived in 
Japan and, from the tales he told, I was sold 
on the idea. 

I landed a job as an english 
teacher before I left and 
arrived in tokyo in november 
1992. I told my parents I’d 
be back at Heathrow in a 
year, 18 months maximum. 
they still ask me when I’m 
coming home!  I realised 
on the first day that I was 
not a very good teacher so 
I quickly started looking for 
alternatives. Before arriving, I 

had had no idea that Japan has a reasonably 
strong english-language media scene, so 
I applied to the biggest daily newspaper 
– the Japan times – and started a couple 
of weeks later. It was a good way to learn a 
great deal about the country in a short space 
of time. In 1998 I returned and was working 
shifts for the times and the Sunday times 
but missed Japan and my adventures in the 
Far east.  I returned to the Japan times 18 
months later, but armed with a lot more 
freelance contacts. the paper was solid but 
unspectacular. most of my work involved 
editing and page design, but I wanted to 
write. I managed to get trips to north Korea, 
Hong Kong, the Philippines and chuuk, 
which only stoked the desire to write more. 

In 2007 I started writing for the telegraph 
and the Sunday telegraph and they have 
kept me busy ever since. the year 2011 
was one of the busiest I have ever known, 
unfortunately for very sad reasons. the Great 
east Japan earthquake was the biggest story 
I have ever had to cover and, in all honesty, I 
hope I never see anything like it again. I was 
in the shattered town of Ishinomaki less than 
48 hours after the quake had struck and we 
were stepping over bodies in the rubble of 
their homes.  now that the first anniversary 
of that day is over, on march 12, I’m looking 
forward to “decompressing” from everything 
that has happened in the last year. 

Julian ryall
From East Devon to  
East Japan

Jodie Dibble, formerly a student 
at St John’s International School, 
Sidmouth, is one of the first in 
the country to benefit from a new 
coaching initiative based at the 
world famous lord’s cricket ground. 
Seventeen year old Jodie has been 
offered one of six part-time places on 
the mcc Women’s young cricketers’ 
programme, a joint collaboration with 
the english cricket Board.  Fourteen 
players have been chosen for the 2012 
intake, with selection criteria aligned 
to the existing england Women’s 
succession framework.

Jodie, whose brother, also a former 
St John’s pupil, is Somerset fast bowler 
adam dibble, is a member of the 
Sidmouth cricketing dynasty.  dad  mike, 
and uncle charlie, both play for the club.  
So does cousin anthony, as did adam, 
before he joined Somerset.

Jodie is a lively seam bowler who 
captained england u17s in South africa 
in 2010.  that squad travelled to South 
africa to compete in the cape town 
Women's cricket tournament, which 
attracted provincial teams from australia, 
new Zealand and South africa, as well 
as British county sides Warwickshire, 
lancashire and Gloucestershire.

all fourteen members will receive 
financial assistance to allow them to 
train and play as full-time cricketers 
throughout the season.  the mcc 
Women’s ycs will have access to 
world-class facilities and expert multi-
disciplined coaching, to help them 
prepare for the challenges of playing 
international cricket.

Jodie's mum, liz, has said: "We are so 
excited by this news.  Jodie has focused 
so hard, mentally and physically, to reach 
this stage."

Former Students
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on the 3 December, Mrs Tulji and Miss 
Cotton took the boarders ice skating 
and Christmas shopping at Cribbs 
Causeway, in Bristol. the students 
enjoyed the variety of shops in the large 
shopping mall, which was decorated 
for the festive season. after lunch we 
collected our skates and took to the ice! 

Both teachers wobbled along, whilst 
Henry and Harry skated rings around them. 
It was manuel’s first time on the ice but, 
with his rollerblading experience, he soon 
out-skated the rest!  cas had a shaky start 
but managed several loops of the rink – a 
great achievement!  Students linked hands 
to form human chains for support and to 
avoid bruises.  a good time was had by all!

8   IES magazine

Boarders

ST JoHn’S InTErnATIonAl SCHool

This February at SJIS we offered a 
fun half term camp, available to the 
international boarding students. 
Activities were quite varied, giving 
students the chance to explore the local 
area and further afield, whilst allowing 
them rest time after their busy term at 
school.  they also needed to complete any 
outstanding prep!  Healthy and delicious 
meals were provided, prepared by the 
talented catering staff with snacks  available 
throughout the day. Being a small group, 
we became really close to each other and 
friendships grew or strengthened during 
the 9 days.  room inspections and roll calls 
developed some of our skills and there 
was much humour involved, so everyone 
enjoyed themselves.

Activities included:
•	 A	trip	to	Exeter
•	 A	stroll	to	Sidmouth	beach
•	 Paintballing!
•	 A	drive	to	Wales,	where	we	saw	Big	Pit 

and chepstow castle
•	 Sports	competitions
•	 Sport	activities	on	demand!
•	 Movie	nights	
•	 Time	for	prep
•	 Time	to	relax	–	and	play	mindcraft!

Half Term Activities

“It has been so funny! I want 
to repeat it another time. 
the best thing has been 
the paintballing and Wales. 
thank you to miss Kerr 
and dan!”
SJIS Student

Boarders

Slip sliding away

“It was very well organised.  
We did many activities and 
had a lot of free time. I really 
enjoyed paintballing.”
SJIS Student

ST JoHn’S InTErnATIonAl SCHool
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Boarders

ST JoHn’S InTErnATIonAl SCHool

elena Ponce, Year 7

one Saturday all of our boarders, except 
those who had to play football, went to  
exeter for two games of bowling and a 
little bit of window shopping.  everyone 
behaved impeccably and mademoiselle 
tessier even caught some dancing to the 
music in the bowling alley… (yes, you know 
who you are!)  the students all came back 
with bags of goodies from their shopping 
trip and she was privileged to be given a 
little twirl of their new clothes by the girls. 
a fantastic day. thank you everyone, you 
made her very proud!

antoine, year 9 said “we played bowling 
in teams of 5, so it was very friendly and 
casual! In addition, we could have a drink 
while playing. We had a lot of fun. We could 
relax and think about things other than work, 
so I really enjoyed it and hope we will be 
able to do it another time!” 

at 10 o’clock in the morning we were 
at the front door, ready to leave.  We took 
the minibuses and drove to exeter.  In the 
bowling alley, it felt very hot and noisy 
because of the little children who were 
celebrating birthday parties.  When we 
arrived, we changed our shoes and put on 
special ones, which lit up under the neon 
lighting, to go bowling. they asked us to 
move to our aisles. there were 6 groups of 5 
or 6 people.  We played two games.  I won 
once and raquel won once as well.

When we finished, we had a packed lunch 
at some tables in the bowling alley.  after 
our packed lunch we had free time for 20 
minutes.  raquel and I were looking for a 
game. We found the tornado simulator, so 
we went on it.  It was really funny!!  after that 
we drove to the centre of exeter.

When we arrived the years 9, 10 and 11 
went to do some shopping alone.  We (the 
girls of years 7 and 8) went shopping with 

mademoiselle tessier because we were 
too young to go alone.  So we had a look in 
shops like new look and Primark … I bought 
some t-shirts in Primark.  the time went really 
quickly and in a moment it was 3:45pm, the 
time to go back to the meeting point and we 
were late!!  So we ran back to it.  We got on 
the buses and went back to school.

at school we tried on our new clothes  
and chatted about our unusual and 
remarkable day!!!!

Boarders bowled over.......

At the end of January, the boarders 
enjoyed a day of laser Clay Pigeon 
shooting as one of their weekend 
organised activities.  the drizzly, grey 
weather failed to dampen the spirits of the 
students, all of whom participated and 
were extremely enthusiastic about the 

event.  the space and facilities at St John’s 
formed an ideal area for the students to 
develop their skills in this popular activity.  
a running score was kept and antoine and 
Fran were the overall winners, but a great 
time was had by all.

laser clay Pigeon Shooting

ST JoHn’S InTErnATIonAl SCHool

International
Programme
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International Programme

InTErnATIonAl SCHool oF HElDErBErG

By Mr Marius Jerling, High school

operation Smile is an international 
organisation that fund raises for, 
and coordinates, the operations for 
corrective facial surgery for children 
with cleft palates. International School 
Helderberg has been supporting this 
organisation for some years now and as a 
token of their appreciation, operation Smile 
sponsored two of our students; ryan le roux 
and Gwyneth James, under the guidance 
of mr Jerling to visit china as a result of 
their hard work, dedication and support 
to the operation Smile organisation. they 
represented South africa at a leadership 
conference in Beijing.

the annual International Student cultural 
exchange conference held in Beijing china 
teaches young adults from across the globe 
about leadership and responsible living. this 
year there were almost 800 delegates from 
23 countries that spent the week in seminars, 
breakout sessions and off site visits to well-
known landmarks – the Great Wall of china, 
Forbidden city and tiananmen Square.  the 
theme of this year’s conference was “noW 
IS tHe tIme”. the emphasis was placed on 
the role of young people in the future of their 
countries and the world. a large portion 
of the conference was spent on leadership 
development and way for young people to 
get involved in their communities to make a 
difference in the lives of people. 

one of this year’s key note speakers was 
Braam malherbe (he and david Grier ran the 
length of the Great Wall of china in 2006). 
He summed up the conference perfectly 
with his “dot” campaign. “dot” stands for 
“do one thing” and if we all were to follow 
this philosophy we can surely make the 
world a better place.  

the students that attended the conference 
would like to extend this challenge to one 
and all. Go out and “do one tHInG” with 
a simple act of random kindness and you 
will understand that the greatest gift you can 
receive is that of giving.

operation Smile to China

The numerous Hungarian delegations 
of winners of the national competition 
Science on Stage spent a memorable 
week in Copenhagen sharing their 
experiences in teaching and learning 
science with the other participants 
from 26 countries. the european 
science festival ‘Science on Stage 2011’ 
was organized in copenhagen, denmark, 
from 16th to 19th april. 

our seven students and their teacher 
presented the posters and documentary 

Science on Stage delegation in copenhagen
about alice in chemistryland, their chemistry 
project that shows how science can be 
studied in many different ways that are 
not always conventional.  they proudly 
represented their school, SeK Budapest, 
and showed once again that their work, 
motivation and knowledge exceeded the 
school level. 

of course, after the official program there 
was enough time to explore copenhagen, 
visit a few museums, and enjoy the trip. 

SEK BUDAPEST InTErnATIonAl SCHool

marius Jerling and Braam malherbe on the Great Wall of china

International Programme

InTErnATIonAl SCHool oF HElDErBErG

International day at the International 
School of Helderberg is looked forward 
to with anticipation by all members of 
the school community. as an IB World 
School we strive to show open-mindedness 
and tolerance and this is one of the ways in 
which we celebrate our individuality while 
working together as a real community.  We 
hosted our bi-annual International day at the 
International School of Helderberg on 29 
october 2011. 

With each class from early childhood 1 
right up to year 11 participating in presenting 
a fabulous show to our audience including 
an aboriginal dance, a traditional Indian 
fairy tale and a wonderful representation of 
the colourful mix of cultures in South africa; 
our audience was culturally edified. to add 

balance to the day we had mouth wateringly 
delicious food and games and activities for 
the whole family.

the highlight of the day for the adults and 
students alike was the art auction where 
works from across the school were auctioned 
off in a tense silent action. auctioned off in 
the good old fashioned way were the iconic 
image taken by Greg english of nelson 
mandela and Winnie mandela on the day of 
mr mandela’s release on 11 February 1990 
and a stunning oil painting by talented cape 
town based artist, Gavin collins. 

thank you to every member of our school 
community who helped with preparations 
for the day and everyone who participated. 
It was magic. We look forward to seeing you 
all at our next international day!

International Day 
on 29 october 2011!

lots of colourful fun at our International day!

Holy TrInITy InTErnATIonAl SCHool

Students from Kidderminster’s Holy 
Trinity International School (HTIS) 
enjoyed an educational visit recently to 
Berlin, a visit undertaken jointly with 
King Charles 1 School as part of the 
schools’ History studies.

travelling by coach from Kidderminster to 
the Kreuzberg district of Berlin, students had 
the opportunity to visit the Sachenhausen 
concentration camp as well as the Bell 
tower of the 1936 olympic Stadium before a 
lesson in German and a shopping expedition 
 
 
 

in the town to practise their newly acquired 
language skills.

HtIS Head of english, mr ernest 
carwithen, stated: “Supporting student 
study through practical activity both 
enhances understanding and enjoyment of 
a subject. 

Berlin is a lively and multi-faceted city, 
aware of its past, but also looking to the 
future. the reichstag’s glass dome, designed 
by lord norman Foster, enables people to 
stand and walk above their political leaders 
in the chamber below – deeply symbolic for 
a city with Berlin’s past and for our students 
the essential message of the trip was to learn 
from history and to apply that learning to 
making a better future.”

a full programme of activities throughout 
their stay encompassed a visit to the Wansee 
Villa, where the Final Solution was agreed. 

the students’ next planned trip is 
to northern Germany to visit Husum, 
Kidderminster’s twinned town.

Willkommen in Berlin – History 
students benefit from visit
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Sophia Harris-Potts
anabella Grant 
and eleanor Fryman

Kindergarten children have continued 
to do work based on the theme of 
‘Around the World’. they have brought 
in items from places they have visited, which 
have been displayed in the classroom, after 
the children have had the opportunity to tell 
their friends about them. the children have 
looked at five countries, including mexico, 
Bangladesh, china, France and africa and 
have completed many activities on these 
countries including tasting authentic foods 
and dressing in national costumes. Hamzas 
brought his mum in not only to talk to the 
children about her culture, but also to 
made pakoras, samosas and sweet carrot 
rice pudding that the children tried and 
devoured! the children have learnt to count 
to 5 in various languages too. a tepee has 
been set up in the book area for children 
to sit and enjoy quiet time looking at and 
sharing stories with their friends.

Kindergarten 
March 2012

ST JoHn’S InTErnATIonAl SCHool

on Monday 3 october 2011 some 
intrepid travellers set off for their 
adventure on the high seas aboard 
the Cervantes Saavedra.  they sailed 
from Valencia on a beautiful morning with 
a gentle breeze behind them, heading for 
mallorca (Palma). 

the entire group of staff and students 
from St John’s, and other schools in 
Spain, met up for some sightseeing in 
Valencia.  the Hemesferic Planetarium in 
the city’s Science and arts Park formed the 
backdrop for many group photographs.

meanwhile their luxurious tall ship 
awaited.  as a new dawn broke over the 
horizon, the St John’s contingent prepared 
to set sail on their adventures.

the students all settled well into their 
accommodation on board, which was 
quite compact, but they quickly adapted 
to their environment.  the crew set about 
teaching the students how to take part in 

running the ship, with activities such as 
knot tying, sending distress signals using 
flags and first aid at sea. 

everybody was extremely impressed 
with the standard of traditional Spanish 
food on board; they enjoyed three 
delicious meals a day as well as being 
given additional snacks.

on arrival in Palma the students took 
part in a cultural tour, visiting la catedral 
de mallorca and the caves of drach.  the 
local Spanish press also marked the boat’s 
arrival in Palma.

the students had a very positive 
experience, learning the value of 
teamwork within a different community 
and making friends with pupils from 
schools around Spain.  although the 
language barrier was a challenge the 
students from St John’s rose to the 
occasion and immersed themselves in the 
Spanish culture.

Blue Week on the ocean wave

International Programme

SEK BUDAPEST 
InTErnATIonAl SCHool

The fifth annual International 
Schools’ Poetry Competition 2011, 
in the Corinthia Hotel, hosted by 
Britannica International School was an 
unforgettable experience for all of us 
from SEK.

our five representatives, christina 
olgaard, laura Patik, Stephanie Krenyitzky, 
dylan lasso and annya cvetkovic 
together with fifty-eight students from five 
international schools competed in four 
different categories. 

Poems chosen ranged from the comedy 
of roger mc Gough to the high romanticism 
of John Keats. For american poet andrew 
Singer as a judge, it was almost impossible 
to distinguish the best among the best. 
His own words – this year’s competition was 
the strongest and the standard the highest – 
confirm that it is a great honour to be among 
the winners. and SeK Budapest had two 
winners, dylan lasso, third place in 12 to 14 
year old category and annya cvetkovic, first 
place in over 14 year olds category. the 
winners’ medals and prizes were presented 
by dawn mcKen, deputy Head of mission at 
the British embassy.

Evening for  
rhymes and  
reason During the summer break, students 

from Holy Trinity International School 
went on a month-long expedition 
to Ecuador with World Challenge 
Expeditions, a trip jointly organised 
with King Charles 1 School in 
Kidderminster.

Visiting a village near Imbarra, the 
students helped locals by strengthening 
a river bank by placing gabions at its base, 
a technique whereby rocks are packed 
into baskets.

assistant leader for Holy trinity 
International School, Geography 
teacher mr ron Jackson, stated: 
“It was an absolutely fantastic trip and 
one the students from both schools will 
never forget.”

organised as part of the students’ 
enrichment studies, the many 
photographs taken during the trip are now 
displayed around the school and are being 
incorporated into this year’s Geography 
studies.

Said mr Jackson: “We visited the capital 
Quito, the world-famous otovalo market, 
spent a week in the jungle, swam in hot 
volcanic springs near tena, trekked for four 
days to reach the dizzy heights of 5000m 
on the active volcano of cotopaxi, as well 
as rafting on a tributary of the amazon.

“We have so many memories: stunning 
scenery, the heat, the altitude, but above 
all the people - their music and their food - 
wonderful.”

HtIS students experience 
ecuador world challenge

Holy TrInITy InTErnATIonAl SCHool
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ST JoHn’S InTErnATIonAl SCHool

Five St John’s students battled in 
searing heat to represent their school 
at the SEK international sports event 
in Ecuador.  accompanied by deputy 
Head mike Burgess, the five 12 and 13-year-
olds from St John’s International School, 
Sidmouth, brought home two trophies, 
including the tennis championship won by 
Katie Wiltshire.

Katie, 12, ashleigh Smith, 12, tristan 
Innes-Kruger, 12, Hope Burgess, 13 and 
Kathryn Simmins, 13, took part in the Intersek 
deportivo mundial 2011 sports contest in 
Guayaquil, ecuador.  the Sidmouth team 
joined forces with children from a school at 
eiris, in southern Spain for the mini-olympics 
contest, after receiving a huge welcome at 
Guayaquil airport at the start of their 
12-day trip.

mr Burgess said: “It is the first time the 
school has entered. We took an elite squad 
and it was no surprise to me that our students 
were up for the challenge.”

up against 16-year-olds, they competed 
in various sports, such as athletics, football, 
volleyball and basketball, as well as 
swimming, tennis and table tennis.  the 
Sidmouth team did well during the contest, 
winning heats against older competitors, 
and Katie, whose mother Sue is a tennis 
coach, took on a huge challenge, playing 
against a 16-year-old from chile in the 
girls’ tennis singles finals.  In 33 degrees 
centigrade, Katie was soon down three 

games to love.  mr Burgess could see she 
was suffering in the heat and went on to the 
court and threw water over her to revive her!  
“She went back on court and lost the first set 
6-3 but played so much better,” he said.

although Katie lost the singles final, 
she had to play her doubles finals straight 
after, which she won, this time partnering 
Sabita from the local school against her 
singles opponent.  “We then had to play 
the championship tie break, which was one 
set, and I won,” said a delighted Katie, who 
received a glass trophy.

Hope, Kathryn and tristan said they all 
enjoyed competing and relaxing on the 
beach afterwards.  “It was really fun,” said 
tristan. “I would go again. It was a really 
good cultural experience because of the 
diversity of nationalities. there were so many 
from Spain and mexico and they all spoke 
really good english.”

Sidmouth sports team beat the heat in ecuador

SEK BUDAPEST InTErnATIonAl SCHool

János Forster, 10th grade student

I was there last year for the same 
amount of time, but the place still had 
more things to share with me.

I was glad that all the teachers were 
still putting their hearts into what they 
were doing, which helps the students 
concentrate and anticipate everything they 
are about to learn. the exchange students 
had the chance to participate in the school 
science fair, and rate the experiments 
made by the other students.

Just like last time, the school arranged 
activities for the students on Saturdays to 
show us more of the country and culture of 
the people living there.

We went to miami Zoo which was really 
educational and at the same time fun. the 
South Florida Fair had a great exhibition 
of everything you can consider truly 
american from Pop-cultural icons to cars 
and food, including universal’s Islands of 

5 weeks in Boca Prep... ...again
adventure, where we stayed for two days 
trying to satisfy our hunger for rides.

If there is anyone who hesitates in 
making a decision, I can tell you without 
wavering: do it, it is going to be an 
unforgettable experience, and will stay 
with you throughout your life.

BoCA PrEP 
InTErnATIonAl SCHool

By Marta Ferraris, Grade 10 student

The size of this school does not 
influence its importance. as we all know, 
the evert tennis academy is just across the 
street from Boca Prep and many students 
live in the academy dorms. they train five 
hours per day for tournaments. right now, 
many students and other tennis players go 
international and play in other countries. For 
example, some tournaments are taking place 
in mexico. For how long? It depends if they 
keep winning matches. If they lose they go 
back home, if they win, they keep on playing.  

For example.  In march three of our 
students went to Guadalajara, mexico and 
played in a tournament. they missed many 
days of school, but they did it for a good 
reason - to support their passion. Boca Prep 
is very organized and helps students to 
catch up on exams and homework so the 
student won’t feel lost or off track. this is an 
important part of our performance program.

International Tennis 
Tournaments 

News

IES magazine   17
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As part of their Sixth Form studies 
and A level Citizenship course 
Mr Dunnington arranged a visit to the 
Palace of Westminster and a meeting 
with Mark Garnier, MP for Wyre Forest. 
also invited to take part in the visit were mr 
carwithen and the year 11 students studying 
GcSe History.

the coach journey to london started 
at 7.30am as the group had to be at 
Parliament by 11am.  after completing 
security arrangements the party assembled 
in Westminster Hall, the oldest part of 
the building, completed in 1099; Barack 
obama met the members of the lords and 
the commons there last year.  Parliamentary 
guide, elizabeth, greeted the students and 
led the two hour tour; she had incredible 
knowledge of the history of the Palace of 
Westminster and was a fountain of political 
anecdotes to both entertain and educate 
the group.  the students were given an 
extensive tour of both the House of lords 
and the House of commons; they were able 
to see where the Queen robes for the State 

opening of Parliament and where mPs go to 
vote on the Bills under debate. during their 
tour they were able to see mPs around the 
corridors getting prepared for the afternoon 
debate, including dennis Skinner and 
menzies campbell.  lord digby-Jones and 
Sir michael Grade were also evident.

at the end of the tour mark Garnier met 
the students in the central lobby, the heart 
of our democracy in action where people 
can exercise their right to lobby their mP. the 
students questioned mrGarnier on his role 
as mP for Wyre Forest and on the business of 
Parliament. they were most interested in his 
views on student university fees.

after the visit to Parliament the party split 
into two for the late afternoon activities.  
mrcarwithen took the a level  and GcSe 
students to view the Wartime cabinet 
offices.  this is an interactive exhibition 
retelling the events of World War II but also 
questioning the students on their studies of 
Winston churchill.

mrdunnington took the rest of the 
party on a tour of Whitehall.  they visited 

the cenotaph; 10 downing Street and 
Horseguards Parade.  the weather in the 
afternoon was below zero so the walk down 
the mall had to be abandoned in favour of 
time in trafalgar Square and the national 
Gallery. Whilst crossing the road in trafalgar 
Square the group had a near miss as Sir alan 
Sugar’s rolls royce drove across the zebra 
crossing!!!

the groups came together at 5pm for 
an evening meal at the Bistro in covent 
Garden— a long day, but the next day in 
school both teachers were greeted by 
the students with their thanks for a most 
exhilarating educational visit.  

A Tour of Parliament

Holy TrInITy InTErnATIonAl SCHool

Sixth Form students olivia Grove and  Jo dearden

mP mark Garnier, mr carwithen, & mr dunnington

News

By Gill Baxter

Book Week is always a big event 
on the International School of Hout 
Bay’s annual calendar.  each year a 
theme is chosen, books are selected and 
then parents are enlisted to help decorate 
the classrooms.  there is always great 
excitement when the classrooms are 
opened and the children see how their 
classrooms have been transformed.

Book Week is an opportunity to enjoy 
literature and to reaffirm the importance of 
reading, listening, stories and imagination. 
each class has celebrated one book,  
and made it the focus of the teaching  
and learning. there has been time for 
dear – drop everything and read and 
many classes are to be found silently 
absorbed in their books. 

this year we chose an international 
theme, with each class choosing a story 
or folk tale from countries from around the 
world.  the year 1’s chose a book called 
the dragon Kite.  a wonderful chinese tale 
about a kite maker and chinese new year.

the children enjoyed many fun-filled 
activities, highlights being…
•	 Stir	Fry	Day
•	 Story	Night
•	 Dress	up	Day
•	 Chinese	Lantern	Painting

…to name a few!

Book Week
InTErnATIonAl SCHool oF HoUT BAy

dress up day

chinese lantern Painting

SEK BUDAPEST InTErnATIonAl SCHool

In March our youngest students took 
part in a special educational program 
about recycling and attended a 
performance of Kukamese – recycling 
Tale. they listened carefully to the recycling 
characters such as Üvegénia, Komposztanyó, 
Poli eszter, Papír Pali and the others. each 
character taught them how to protect 
our environment and also through tales 
and songs called their attention to the 
importance of recycling. 

apart from being a love story, the play, 
written by mária Hendry and the Kossuth 
awarded-writer Balázs radványi, also 
includes a great emphasis on the fight 
between the residents of ‘Selective Island’ 
and ‘Poison land’. By the end of the story, 
Greenhaired Fairy saves the environment. 

the young audience enjoyed the 
performance very much, and even more 
important, learned why and how to use a 
recycling system.

Kukamese – recycling Tale 

ST JoHn’S
InTErnATIonAl SCHool

Miss McDonald 

The new science lab in action!
after months of planning, our new ‘state of 

the art’ science lab is here.   year 10 IGcSe 
science students have been fully utilising the 
new facilities and equipment by investigating 
the speed of chemical reactions.

I am also delighted to announce the arrival 
of our newest member of the department 
– miss cotton, a chemistry and PGce 
graduate. miss cotton will be teaching 
years 7 upwards for both Science and Ict.

Both myself and miss cotton launched 
our new Stem (Science, technology, 
engineering and mathematics) club during 
the autumn term and we look forward to 
inspiring students to open their minds to 
their potential to become the engineers 
and scientists of the future!!

refurbished, 
renewed and 
restocked!
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on Wednesday 13th April 2010 the 
year 4s set off on an adventurous camp 
to Wortelgat in Standford. amidst much 
excitement and anticipation the children 
boarded the bus and said goodbye to 
ms van der merwe. It was a very long, but 
scenic drive and the children caught up on 
conversations and played a few card games. 

on arrival, the children were seated and 
filled in on the camp do’s and don’ts and 
divided into different camp groups. It was 

then time to move their luggage into their 
cottages and make their beds. the children 
felt very much at home and some commented 
that their accommodation was 5-star.

lunch was served and the children all sat at 
tables like one family. after lunch the children 
took part in team-building relays on the 
banks of the lagoon.after a delicious dinner 
of lasagne and salad, we all got ready for our 
night walk. dressed up warmly and armed 
with torches and eager minds, we ventured 
out into the night. the moon was bright and 
helped light the way for us, as we split into 
two groups. 

during the walk we had to match up 
animals to their paw prints on special posters 
along the trail. this was challenging and 
fun! Both groups met up at a designated 
resting area and sat quietly, listening to the 
sounds of the evening and enjoying some 
star gazing. 

roxy (our camp leader) taught us about 
orion’s Belt and the Southern cross and 
she even showed us how to identify these 

constellations. We also learnt how to use the 
Southern cross when telling direction. 

after returning to camp, tired and 
exhausted, all the children got ready for 
bed, took hot showers and sorted out their 
sleeping bags. lights out was at 10pm and 
after much whispering about our first day 
of camp, exhaustion got the better of the 
campers and they all drifted off to sleep. 
early the next morning, we were greeted by 
fresh air, birdsong and a beautiful day, as we 
made our way to breakfast. excitement was 

buzzing around 
the breakfast table 
as the children 
all shared stories 
and thought of 
the day ahead. 
after our French 
toast and cereal, 
they washed up 
their dishes and 
got ready for the 
beach. 

BloUBErG InTErnATIonAl SCHool

year 4 Wortelgat Camp Adventure

the stone cottage accommodation in which we bunked.

the beach where we played 
sand-dune games.

News

By Alejandro Gomez, Grade 11

Every year,  the 5th, 8th and 10th 
graders take a “step up” into middle 
school, high school and Diploma 
Program respectively.  Step-up day 
allows students to learn fromtheir future 
teachers, coordinators and older peers 
and to get excited about the approaching 
chapter in their education. 

the day was especially significant for 
myP 5 pupils, now deciding whether to 
pursue the full IB diploma or IB certificates.  
“I expect the next two years to be much 
more intense.  I am excited to hear about 
toK, the extended essay, and the other dP 
components,”marta Ferraris (10th grade) told 
me before the conference.  Her expectations 
proved true as mrs Hutton explained the IB 

BoCA PrEP InTErnATIonAl SCHool

Step Up Day – Boca Prep

hexagon and Josh Jayasinghe (12th grade) 
added tips for success. For Sara Brenes, 
also in 10th grade, the day was very useful. 
“I’m still undecided, but knowing what 
the diploma would do for me and what I 
would have to give up to get it helps.” 

aviva and Shoshanna Kogan (8th grade) 
gave me a joint account of their day. “Paul 
Barish (12) told us about the good and 
bad things about high school and gave 
us a heads up on the harder classes,” said 
aviva. “I learned that the most important 
thing to do is stay on track,” said her 
sister.  remembering their last step-up 
day in 5th grade when they learned about 
lockers and different teachers, the twins 
reflected:“Step up day lets you know that 
you are moving up to a whole new level of 
learning.” Good luck to them all!

the fifth graders began their step up day in science class 
with mr liu, here pictured he and rosalie Wessel, grade 
6,  are helping out the fifth graders Isabelle Staack and 
camilia mohamed visiting the class.

luke Knowles (8 yrs) ready to 
show everyone how it’s done!

News

We embarked 
on another walk 
but this time our 
destination was 
the ocean. It was a 
long walk, through 
the nature reserve, 
but it was worth 
it when we were 
welcomed by 
the breathtaking 
coastline on the 
private beach. 

Shoes were kicked off and smiles were 
beaming as we headed towards the water. 
Before splashing about in the waves, they 
chased their friends up a huge sand dune 
and some rolled back down! the next 
challenge set for the children was to work in 
groups in a sandcastle-building competition.

We headed back to camp for lunch and 
some free time, where soon after we did 
some more fun team building activities such 
as rock climbing, Spiders Web, chinese 
puzzle and making a mobile from natural 
resources. to complete these activities 
successfully, the campers had to encourage 
and support each other.

after our delicious dinner of braaied 
chicken and sausage we got ready for ‘Stalk 
the lantern’. once again we divided into 
groups and had to sneak, crawl, and scheme 
to reach the lantern, through the bushes in 
the dark. the lantern was guarded and it 
proved more difficult than initially thought. 
However, after a couple of tries we finally 
had a winner! 

Sadly, our camp had to come to an end 
and we all packed up ready to go. as we 
headed for breakfast it came to our attention 
that a porcupine had broken into the kitchen 
and eaten our sweetie supply! Who knew 
porcupines liked to party and eat rolo 
chocolates and Wine Gums? 

after one more nature activity based on 
our environment we climbed back on the 
bus and headed back home. 

over all, the year 4’s had a fantastic camp. 
It was filled with wonderful moments and 
many fond memories were made. thank 
you to all the year 4 children for joining 
us and to everyone else who made this 
experience possible.

Warm Wishes,
the year 4 teachers

ST JoHn’S
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By Cleo, Tim and Abigail, Year 3 

“on Tudor Day we came to school 
dressed as Tudors and we looked 
fabulous, as you can see in the 
photo!  

miss Harvey-Jones wouldn’t let us 
into the classroom to work unless we 
proved that we could stand tall and sit up 
straight.  It was very scary!  When we did 
reach the classroom we began our day 
by practising our handwriting,tudor style!  
We found it very hard to write with quills 
and ink pots... getting all of the swirls 
and curls right was very tricky too!  even 
worse was that we had to make sure we 
sat properly and quietly or we had the 
cane to worry about!  

miss Harvey-Jones had some tudor 
music that we listened to and eventually 
she taught us a tudor dance that would 
have been very popular with King Henry 
VIII!  It was very funny to watch ourselves 
hopping around the room and bowing 
to each other.  after teaching hers to us, 
we had to make up our dance to teach 
to her, using the different tudor moves 
that we had learnt.  We performed these 
to each other to share ideas and learn 
from one-another.  If we were going 
to be attending a tudor ball we had to 
have some masquerade masks... well 
you guessed it, that’s what we did next 
- we made masks to carry at the dance.  
We learnt tudor games later on in the 
afternoon, as well as being coached in 
fencing and jousting skills.  at the end 
of the day our parents came to hear all 
about our day and see the dances.  We 
had lots of fun and it was really interesting 
to learn so much more about the tudors!” 

looking fabulous 
and learning too! 
over to year 3…

SEK BUDAPEST InTErnATIonAl SCHool

The use of Information Technology 
in modern life is indispensable: our 
students are digital natives who easily 
live by the rules of technological 
devices. therefore, technology-based 
educational facilities must be up-to-date 
and user-friendly. We were pleased to start 
the new academic year with a renovated 
computer lab in order to create a more 
efficient learning environment.

But that was not all. the whole school 
community was waiting for the opening of a 
new school library. 

march 8th did not start like the other 
school days. there were students, parents, 
relatives, and visitors, all excited about our 
bi-annual open day, and probably even 
more excited about the new SeK Budapest 
library and multimedia room.  It is a modern 
multifunctional space that can be used for 
classes and presentations, as well as a place 

for studying, preparing work, or simply for 
resting in a quiet environment, reading some 
books or magazines. 

next school year will bring new projects... 

It’s all about multimedia
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My Planet, That 
Pile of rubbish, 
and Me
Reflections from Year 6

By Gryphon Botha, 12 yrs

When the outing started we looked at 
things made out of “stuff” we usually 
throw away, such as a toy vehicle made 
out of drink cans. each table had a red 
pillar with a number on it (like the restaurants 
have). When I inspected these ‘red pillars’, I 
saw that they were empty nestle containers! 
(In case you hadn’t noticed, our outing was 
about all the rubbish people throw away.) 
not long after that we were told that there 
are 3 million people in cape town and that 
each person throws away 1kg of rubbish a 
day, which came as a shock to me!

our waste instructor, anton, was a little 
amazed that one of us suggested sending 
garbage into space (a ridiculous idea, 
because of the fuel we burn, the money it 
costs and the damage we do to the ozone 
layer.) at one point he told us garbage 
wasn’t sent to a dump, it was sent to a 
landfill, (which is filling up all right) and that 
we can’t truly throw something away, we can 
only move it out of residential areas.

my class and I were watching a short clip 
about recycling. a lady said all you had to do 
was walk up to your nearest glass bank and 
put your used glass in. the only problem is I 
have no idea where my nearest glass bank is. 
my dad says it costs a lot of money to recycle 
one glass bottle.

Things I learned
•	  Plastic is made of oil.
•	 cape town produces 3 mIllIon KG oF 

WaSte a day.
•	 Glass is easy to recycle.
•	 you can make beautiful hats and bags out 

of old plastic bags (shopping kind), which 
is pretty nice, I think.

•	 not all adults who teach you want you to 
call them by their surnames, which is 
nice too.

My conclusion
We produce a lot of waste, plastic is made 
of oil and we must recycle, (or life will end in 
45 years time), not litter and Buy electrIc 
carS to SaVe Fuel.

anton, our waste instructor, sharing some astounding facts 
on waste management.

rock and roll Fever

SEK BUDAPEST InTErnATIonAl SCHool

Drew Park, P.e. Department

With this year being the olympic year, 
we at Grantham Prep have pulled out all 
the stops to think about the values and 
meanings surrounding the olympics.

With our hard work based on olympic 
displays and values, our school received 
the prestigious olympic plaque, to 
reward us for all of our enthusiasm.

In school, during PSHe and 
assemblies, the children have been 
learning about the values of the 
olympics and the Paralympics. they 
have learnt about the different events 
that take place and have enjoyed 
discussing the importance of these 
special values.

as part of our summer activities the 
children will be taking part in a mini-
olympics, including the presentation 
of medals and wreaths. they entered 
a “design a torch” competition and 
hopefully will have an opportunity to 
watch the genuine olympic torch pass 
through Grantham in July. 

olympic School 
Plaque

rock and roll fever has hit SEK 
Budapest!  

our former student Zsófia Gál, 
Hungarian acrobatic rock and roll 
champion is back at SeK Budapest 
teaching the younger generation the 
magic of dance.  Whether singles, pairs 
or groups, they are all coming home 

with medals, mostly golden, from every 
competition they enter. and it is not just 
for girls anymore, there are plenty of boys 
competing as well.  

nowadays synchronized moves can be 
seen through the hallways as teams are 
practicing and taking every opportunity to 
show off their moves!
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In reception year our second theme for 
the year has been “My Family and I”. 
We learnt about the important 
role that each person in our family 
plays. We also learnt about extended family 
and how special our grandparents are to 
us, as well as aunts and uncles. an example 
of a family tree was shown to the children 
from a wonderful book called “let’s look 
at Families” by laura driscoll, which was 
used during much of the discussion time 
throughout the two week duration of the 
theme.  

each child had to make their own family 
tree to use as a talking point during their turn 
for “show and tell”. although some children 
were a bit shy whilst talking, it was evident 
that each child has a very special place in 

their hearts for their family members. 
there was a wide variety of family tree 
projects, each one was different, showing 
creativity and the child’s individual style. 
Some children made posters and others 
made 3d trees from cardboard and 
styrofoam. one child brought in a pot 
plant with all her family members (and pet) 
hanging on the branches of the “tree”. 

this project has been a wonderful 
opportunity for families to get talking about 
their family members and think of many 
happy memories spent with their “nearest 
and dearest”. We would like to thank 
everyone for the effort they have put in and 
for making this learning opportunity such 
a success. 

reception year 
Family Tree Project

drew Jackson (aged 5) and eugenie Burger (aged 5) tree

Kiara Hall (aged 
5) with her living 
family tree
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Students from Holy Trinity 
International School in Kidderminster 
who attended the Chamber’s 
Worcestershire Business Expo at 
the Sixways Stadium recently, are 
now putting their newly found 
business skills and knowledge 
to the classroom test.

 as part of the school’s open and 
active approach to education and 
learning, Senior School and Sixth 
Form students, together with the 
school’s Head and deputy Head, 
attended the expo to both promote 
the school’s educational offer and 
successes, but most importantly 
to provide the students with the 
opportunity of meeting the plethora 
of Worcestershire businesses 
in attendance.

 

Holy trinity International School Head, 
mrs Pamela leek-Wright, commented: 
“What a fantastic opportunity to interact 
and learn. the students asked questions, 
discussed product ranges, economics, as 

Business Expo proves positive learning 
experience for students

News

well as general business issues affecting 
commerce today, and received offers of 
possible future collaboration on projects 
such as the young enterprise Scheme and 
the prospect of developing reciprocal 

opportunities beneficial to 
all concerned.”

 manning Holy trinity 
International School’s stand as well 
as singing a selection of rousing 
songs, the students received 
positive feedback on their ability 
to interact with the business 
community, their approachability 
and the stunning selection of 
students’ artwork on show.

 Said mrs leek-Wright: “this type 
of positive learning experience 
provides students with a window on 
the world of business not found in 
any book or a classroom situation.”
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International School 
Helderberg embraces 
the spirit of giving 
(as well as the action 
component of the PyP) 
completely. We support 
a local initiative that raises 
funds for abused women 
and children called 
PatcH. every year they 
host the ‘towers of hope’ 
competition where schools 
are encouraged to raise 
funds in 5c coins and use 
them to build towers. 
there are prizes for the most innovative 
tower designs as well as the most 
money raised. 

ISH wins the innovative design 
component every year that we have 
participated and this year was no different. 
With a beautiful copper tree rising out 
of the pvc pipe base that we were given 

by PatcH, the students 
packed and stacked the 
5c pieces to form the trunk 
and roots for four hours. 
the spirit amongst the ISH 
students at Waterstone 
Village Shopping centre 
was tangible. It was 
wonderful watching 
them build the tower and 
getting the attention of 
all the passers by while 
singing school songs and 
seeing the year 1 students 
singing songs to motivate 

the high school students as they built their 
beautiful tree. our school won second 
prize for the amount of money raised. 
this is an amazing achievement given 
that the other schools are at least 1,000 
students strong! our school won 
r1 000.00 which will be given to a charity 
chosen by the school community.

Patch Saturday 3 September 2011

the International School’s magnificent 
tower of Hope constructed from 
5 cent coins!

Holy TrInITy 
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It all started with the auditions taking 
place in the summer term; rehearsals 
started in September. Week in week out, 
weekends, late evenings, students from 
the Senior School put all their efforts into 
making “oliver” one of the most spectacular 
performances the school has seen.

unique to this production was the work of 
mrs Schofield and her “tech team”.  the set 
and the lighting would have been worthy of 
any professional theatre production.

the first night performance was attended 
by the mayor of Kidderminster, she officially 
“cut the ribbon” for the launch of the new 
lighting system; paid for by the Parents’ 
association. the production was directed 
by mrs Vincent and mr Walmsley and they 
were justly proud of the whole cast; each 
and every student performed to the highest 
level and it really was a team effort. Particular 
mention must be made of the lead actors; 
Gabriella mansell gave a humourous and 
energetic performance as Fagin; Phillipa 
evans was a menacing Bill Sykes; Sophie 
Bishop was captivating as the artful dodger; 
abby catherwoodwas delightful as oliver; 
and in the role of nancy, millie Jackson was 
superb—her performance of ”as long as He 
needs me” was spine chilling.

over three nights to packed audiences, 
the students thrilled the auditorium and 
brought the classic lionel Bart musical to life. 

Senior 
Production 
a success

milly Jackson as nancy and abby catherwood as oliver.

News

By Mr shorthouse

year 5 took part in a Myths and legends 
Day.  the children dressed in fantastic 
costumes ranging from Greek Gods and 
Heroes to more local mythical characters, 
such as robin Hood.  during the day the 
children embarked on a quest to save King 
noblus of Sidmouthicus from his evil brother 
Shorteus.  the children were split into three 
groups - Zeus, Poseidon and Hades and their 
quest was to find a magical egg laid by the 
eagle God, which gave its owner the power 
to summon the gods.

to free the King, the class had to solve a 
series of eight labours including puzzles, 
tasks and quizzes. the answers to the clues 
pointed to the location of the next labour.  
clues were located all over the school 
including the chapel, different classrooms, 
the library and the school office and included 
terrifying battles with the minotaur as well as 
a science puzzle which involved retrieving a 
clue from within a block of ice.

the final labour gave the children a map to 
the location of the egg and eventually Zeus 
Group found the egg buried deep in the 
sandpit on the patio.  the triumphant team 
returned to Sidmouthicus to banish the evil 
Shorteus and King noblus was restored to 
the throne.

We all had a fantastic day that we will 
remember for a long time and thank you very 
much to all the parents who invested a huge 
amount of time in preparing the children’s 
magnificent costumes.

Myths and legends abound
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By Daniel schlacher (Year 2) and Amanda 

schlacher (mum)

on Wednesday 16 March, the year 2s 
very excitedly climbed onto the school 
bus to go to Panarotti’s restaurant for 
their first outing of the year.

We were greeted by mr Johnson who 
shared his knowledge of the history of where 
pizza comes from.  Pizzas were considered 
a peasant’s meal in Italy for centuries. the 
first modern pizza was baked for Queen 
margherita by the baker raffaele esposito of 
naples. the margherita pizza was named 
after this queen. 

the brief history lesson was followed by 
the children experiencing the pizza making 
process themselves.  after washing their 
hands, the excited children were allowed to 
make their own pizzas. they enjoyed eating 

their own handy work and washing it down 
with a cool drink. 

as a special treat for being so good, all 
the children enjoyed an ice cream to end off 
the outing. So now that they know how to 
make pizzas, mom can take a night off from 
cooking dinner and let their little one make 
pizzas for the whole family. 

this outing was an absolutely 
mouth-watering experience.

year 2 outing to Panarotti’s Bayside

The school was particularly bright 
and colourful on the day as many 
children (and staff) dressed from a 
different wardrobe that morning 
in exchange for paying £1 towards 
Children in need.  the kitchen staff 
contributed, with over £50 being raised 
by selling lovely, homemade cakes 
and cookies and the grand total raised 
stood at close to £300!  Very well done, 
everyone, in supporting such a 
great cause.

Particular thanks go to mr noble for his 
risk-taking approach—or maybe it’s what 
he always wears away from school!?

Happy 
‘Pudsey’ 
Day!

ST JoHn’S
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News

When 7th grade students visit an 
exhibition in a museum of literature, 
nobody expects a lot of fun. But the 
recently renewed exhibition of famous 
Hungarian writer Petőfi Sándor surprised 
everybody. 

the students had an opportunity to 
learn many interesting things that are 
never written in school books. even more 
interesting, the tour was organized in english 
and Hungarian. to hear the well known 
Hungarian verses translated into english 
gave a new perspective to poetry, which 

was a big discovery for our 7th graders. 
Students also played computer games that 
had to do with the events of the 15 of march 
in 1848, the day of the Hungarian revolution 
that led to independence from the austrian 
empire, and check their knowledge in 
history in an unexpected way. to complete 
the impressions, the students tried on typical 
clothes from that time. 

after all this, to write a poem in the style 
of the most famous Hungarian poet, Petőfi 
Sándor, was an easy task.     

Petőfi – museum to enjoy
SEK BUDAPEST InTErnATIonAl SCHool
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By Ms Chloé-Anna  

Liebenberg, Year 1 Teacher

We had a wonderfully 
successful book week 
last week! children and 
teachers had opportunities 
to drop everything and 
read throughout the week 
and it was wonderful to 
see students walking 
around campus with 
their favorite book tucked under their arm in 
anticipation of the bell.  

congratulations to catherine and molly for 
entering the correct answers for our reader 
competition – it was tricky to see which 
teachers were hidden behind the books, but 
they used good strategies to find out who 
they were! 

Pyjamas, buddy reading and hot chocolate 
in the library was a great opportunity for 
students in the high and primary schools to 
interact with one another and it made me 
really proud to see how the high school 
students really took the idea of being a 
reading buddy to the younger children on 
board. they interacted beautifully and it was 
a lovely shared experience. 

the travelling bookshop gave us all an 
opportunity to buy great reads for ourselves 
and as gifts. the school also purchased some 
great books to support the units of inquiry 
and develop the school library. If you think 
that the travelling book shop should visit 
the school more regularly, please let the 
office know and we may arrange for them to 
come to the school again this year if there is 
sufficient response. 

the week culminated in an opportunity to 
dress as your favourite book character with 
prizes for the most innovative individuals 
and class. 

congratulations to eli (the alien that loves 
underpants from ‘aliens love underpants’) 
and emma (an ugly sister from ‘cinderella’) 
as well as ec1 (many snow whites, dwarves, 
a queen and a mirror). a special mention to 
mrs louw for a fabulous interpretation of max 
from ‘Where the Wild things are’.

Book Week 
2011!

eli as the alien that 
loves underpants 
from ‘aliens love 
underpants’

News

By Mr Dirk esterhuizen, Year 6 Teacher

It is the fourth term of the year, and 
the very last in the primary school 
lives of the year 6 students. It is an 
exciting time, a time for celebration and 
happiness. yet the ever-abiding memory 
of this joy should be based on a sense of 
achievement. and this in turn rests upon 
the opportunity granted to the students 
to demonstrate, in a collaborative yet 
independent way, their culminated skills, 
attitudes and knowledge gained over the 
years following various inquiries by means 
of organising themes. this opportunity is 
structured within the PyP Programme as: 
the year 6 PyP exhibition.

Title of the 2011 exhibition:
Save the animals!
Central Idea: 
organisations are established across the 
world to protect animals from exploitation 
and extinction.
Community Project:  
animal Welfare Society Investigating animal 
protection organisations: mountain gorilla; 
tiger; rhinoceros; bald eagle; wild dog; 
cheetah; african penguin; giant panda; 
ghost frog; meerkat and polar bear.

The focus of the exhibition was:
•	 An	inquiry	into	the	exploitation	

of endangered animals due to 
environmental problems or for  
financial gain.

•	 An	inquiry	into	what	organisations	do	in	
order to save animals from extinction.

•	 An	inquiry	into	how	animal	protection	
organisations are structured.

the students performed very well on the 
day. Junior and senior grades, teachers, 
parents, relatives and general visitors were 
most impressed by the effort taken in setting 
up the exhibition. the various displays 
were colourful, highly informative and 
showed a depth of understanding based 
on comprehensive research.  although 
there was an initial anxiety, the year 6 
students soon started to enjoy themselves 
and thus managed to persevere through a 
long and tiring day. Growing pride in their 
accomplishment was evident and they 
must be commended for the dedication 
and diligence over many weeks which has 
resulted in an exhibition that compares with 
the best. Well done to all of them. the entire 
junior school wishes them every success 
for their future in the senior school. their 
teacher is filled with pride.

year 6 PyP exhibition
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ready for the PyP exhibition

By Mrs Alice Louw, Year 2 Teacher 

Children and staff enjoyed the royal 
Wedding celebration held just before the 
Easter break. We had many princesses-in-
training that wore their tiaras proudly throughout 
the day. our very own music teacher, Barbara 
muscat, played the role of 'bobby on the beat' 
during break!  an english tea was held for both 
children, parents and staff with crumpets and 
tea being served. the children in their various 
classes wrote congratulatory messages to the 

royal couple and these were sent to clarence 
House. congratulations to Samantha nortjie 
and Katherine lott, whose dress designs won 
our competition.

Celebrating the royal Wedding
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“Grease” was the “buzz-word” around 
the International School of Hout Bay for 
the entire term and it was always being 
“buzzed” about with enthusiasm and 
excitement.  It was tremendous to see so 
many of our students auditioning, and as a 
result, Grant ruskovich and Judi richardson 
decided upon the musical “Grease,” as it 
would provide the opportunity for everyone 
to have a moment to shine. 

and indeed each and every one of the 
cast glittered in their own individual ways. 
From the cute cheerleaders, to the Silvery 
teen angels, from the gold-studded Johnny 
casino and his Gamblers, to the uppity 
teachers, the smooth Vince and the cool-
dude t Birds, and of course the indomitable 
Pink ladies - all came together in flashy 

outfits, colourful creations and an abundance 
of energetic moves and dance numbers.

With more than half the school being 
involved in this production, it truly created a 
marvellous spirit amongst the cast members 
and back-stage crew. It was so fabulous to 
see that, even when rehearsals had not been 
called, pockets of students would come 
into the hall to go through their steps or 
encourage soloists who may be rehearsing 
their songs. 

So many people were involved in the 
production behind the scenes, but one 
person in particular deserved our accolade. 
our very own Grant ruskovich, who not only 
has vision, but with his own special style, 
charisma and unbelievable eye for detail and 
perfection, once again directed a production 

Steve Voake, local, successful 
children’s author, has spent a day 
working with pupils across both the 
Junior and Senior school.

St John’s students had a treat when 
Steve Voake came into the school to talk 
to the classes about his experience of 
writing stories and to run creative writing 
workshops.  Steve worked first with Key 
Stage 4, giving them useful advice on 
how to write short stories and focused on 
the planning behind a narrative for Key 
Stage 3.  He read exciting extracts from 
his books, ‘the dreamwalker’s child’ and 
‘the Starlight conspiracy’ to a captivated 
audience from Key Stage 2 before being 
interviewed by our budding journalists!  
Key Stage 1 particularly enjoyed the 
opportunity to hear some of Steve’s 
shorter stories and enjoyed his humorous 
approach!  many pupils were able to 
purchase signed copies of Steve Voake’s 
books, and it has been a real pleasure 
to see so many of them with their noses 
tucked into them already.

In 2003, when Steve was head-teacher 
of a primary school in Kilmersdon, 

Steve Voake visits St John’s School!

ST JoHn’S InTErnATIonAl SCHool
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Somerset, a bidding war broke out amongst 
publishers and film makers for the rights to 
his first novel, ‘the dreamwalker’s child’. 
the deal he accepted with Faber and Faber 
convinced him to give up his teaching job 
and be a full-time writer.

over recent years, he has published 
many critically acclaimed novels all over the 
world, including ‘the Web of Fire’, ‘Insect 
detective’ and ‘Blood Hunters’. He is also 

responsible for the daisy dawson and 
Hooey Higgins series, both of which are 
extremely popular with readers aged 
between 7 and 9.

all the staff and students agreed that it 
was a privilege to welcome such a talented 
and successful writer into the school. We 
are grateful to have had the opportunity to 
be inspired by listening to him and sharing 
the wonders of his imagination.

that “brought the house down”!
Here is just one picture from our  

colourful  2012 musical production 
of GreaSe!

Grease is the word...
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By Lorelei Niewoudt and Chelsea Ashton, Year 6

our first two Units of Inquiry are called “As time goes 
by“ and “Battlefields!“ and so our class went on a field 
trip to the Company Gardens. We fed the squirrels and 
pigeons peanuts and it was very cute. the next place we went to 
was the national library of South africa. We were all amazed by 
how many books there were and how old some of them were. 
then we went to the Jewish museum. at the museum we learnt 
about the Holocaust and it was very interesting. then we went 
down to the South african national museum.
at the museum they had all different types of art such as 
sculptures, paintings and drawings. We really liked looking at 
the art work and trying to see what it meant. then we went to 
the natural History museum. It was fun to look at all the different 
displays. We also went to St George’s cathedral. the stained 
glass windows were beautiful. We also walked past tuinhuis 
and the Houses of Parliment. We had a very good time!

year 6 Field Trip to the Company Gardens

company Gardens natural History museum
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 Kidderminster students at Holy Trinity 
International School are learning their 
mash from their dice as the school takes 
part in national Potato Week from the 
1 – 7 october.

organised by the Potato council and the 
School Food trust who have joined forces 
to help introduce new potato recipe ideas 
onto school lunch menus, students from 
throughout Holy trinity International will take 
part in potato based activities and sample a 
range of potato dishes care of the 
school’s in-house chef, Simon Quill 
and his team.

Said Simon: “last week we 
wanted to educate the children 
about healthy eating, and to show 
them how versatile healthy foods 
can be, with one new dish offered 
each day, they could add as much 
or as little to their food choice as 
they wanted.”

From fully-loaded potato skins 
with bacon, cheddar cheese, spring 
onion and Worcestershire sauce, to 
layered potatoes with carrots and 

cheese, mashed potato with caramelised red 
onion and cheese pie, dauphinoise potatoes 
and the old family favourite bubble and 
squeak using diced potatoes!

For Potato Week, Simon will be buying 
his vegetables from a local independent 
supplier to highlight fresh produce from 
local suppliers.

Holy trinity International School Head, mrs 
Pamela leek-Wright, commented: “Potatoes 
are an extremely nutritious vegetable and 

Simon and his team are always keen to 
offer a variety of potato recipes for the 
students to try.

By taking part in Potato Week we hope 
to again highlight the fact that there are 
numerous ways to eat this versatile vegetable 
and that there is more to the potato than 
just chips.”

as well as potato themed activities, from 
the smallest in the nursery with potato shape 
drawing, students from across the school to 

Sixth Form will have the opportunity 
to investigate the many ways we can 
use the potato.

“cost effective, easy to harvest 
and, in our current financial climate, 
an ideal vegetable to buy. We hope 
we can inspire the students to 
explore the many culinary delights 
of the potato.” said Simon. “It’s the 
number 1 vegetable crop around 
the world, rich in fibre and vitamins 
such as vitamin c which makes it an 
important vegetable for growing 
children. In the future, we would love 
to hold another Vegetable Week!” 

Diced, sliced and squeak on 
the menu for students

The group of upper grade students 
has the opportunity every year to visit 
Cervantes Institute and use their library 
to do different activities in Spanish. 
this year our students played with words 
together with mafalda, answered some 
questions about famous Spaniards, and tried 
aVe (virtual class in Spanish). 

aVe is the new interactive way of learning 
languages through exercises and games. 
our primary students can use it during school 
classes to improve their language skills.

as part of our cooperation with the 
cervantes Institute, the Spanish language 
exam dele is organized for our students 
every year in the school. this year 9 students, 
mainly 8th graders, took part in the exam. 

Cervantes Institute
SEK BUDAPEST InTErnATIonAl SCHool
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This summer our festival was a little 
bit different than before. 9th grade 
student dylan lasso brought the story 
80 days around the World by Jules 
Verne to our stage. He prepared the 
script, distributed the countries and 
put together the whole play. typical 
traditions of different countries were 
presented by the classes through songs 
and dances. We travelled from england 
to France and then the storm led us off 
Verne’s original route to visit Hungary 
and Spain. 

Students, parents and teachers all 
enjoyed the trip around the world, and 
dylan…he said he would be happy to 
prepare next year’s festival!

Student directs 
the end of year 
Festival

ST JoHn’S InTErnATIonAl SCHool

resounding thanks went to everyone 
involved in the 2011 St John’s Christmas 
Fayre.  It was a brilliant effort on the part 
of so many people (too many to mention 
individually) and hopefully all the participants 
and visitors enjoyed a really great day.

In excess of £2,500 was raised on the day, 
which is significantly up on last year, so that 
is fantastic.

of course the Fayre is about raising money, 
but it is also about creating a day which the 
children can enjoy, and raising the profile of 
the school in the local community.

Just on this last point alone, we would like 
to say a massive thank you to the students.  
From those who handed out leaflets on the 
seafront and around town, to the boarders 
who helped us and the stallholders set up, 

down to even the smallest pupils (Herbie 
in reception must get a mention here) who 
helped put their classroom back at the 
end of the day.  many of the stallholders 
commented on how fantastic the students 
were – ‘so polite’, ‘unbelievably helpful’, 
‘really lovely’ were just some of the things 
they said.

We probably had about 100 ‘external’ 
people in the school on Saturday so it’s great 
that they went away with such a positive 
feeling about the school and the students.

We’ve already had a debrief meeting 
about things we might do differently/better 
for next year, so by the time you read this, 
planning for the 2012 Fayre will be  
well underway!

a resounding success – the St John’s 
christmas Fayre 2011!

News
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By Kathryn Korcz, Headmistress

This year, the staff had their hard work 
and determination to achieve rewarded 
by the successful completion of an ISA 
inspection and subsequent inclusion 
in the ISA group of schools. the ISa 
inspection was a short, interim, compliance 
inspection; but many wonderful comments 
were made about our school. they found 
us to be a school which “successfully meets 
its aims to develop young people who are 
collaborative, communicative, enquiring, 
respectful and creative individuals.”  also,” 
we encourage our children to achieve their 
full potential”. Becoming an Independent 
Schools association school means that we 
will be inspected by ISI rather than oFSted 
and that our pupils can now participate 
in a greater range of competitions across 
all curriculum areas. the aim of their 
organisation is in keeping with our own, to 
promote excellence in all we do.

Independent Schools 
association members
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Junior Primary Sports Day 

I caught it!

By ethan Archer, Year 6

In the Autumn term, class 5 and 6 
went to see Cleopatra, presented by 
the northern Ballet Company, at the 
Theatre royal in nottingham.

you could really easily follow the story, 
from the way the actors were set up 
and how they moved around the stage 
throughout the production. the music 
was really effective, for example, when 
mark anthony was going to try and kill 
himself, the tempo was slow and the music 
seemed to have a “darkness” about it.

the choreography of the dance routines 
was also very good because of the way the 
characters danced to echo the rhythm and 
pace of the music. the sets were very well 
thought out. When the characters were in 
rome, the sets were all white, but when 
they moved to egypt, the set was old and 
dusty, with carvings of egyptian gods on 
the buildings. 

Trip to see Cleopatra

By Gill Baxter

This year the International School of 
Hout Bay’s Junior Primary Sports Day 
was held on 13 February. the children 
were very excited and had spent all their P.e. 
lessons training for the big day! they arrived 
at school dressed in their house colours.

everybody had a turn to show off their 
skills and most of all to have fun. the children 
ran, skipped, hopped, bounced balls, 
caught bean bags and built stacking towers.  

a good, fun day was had by all.

the costumes helped you to identify 
which character was which, as the roman 
soldiers were in red costumes with helmets, 
while the egyptians wore dazzling colours, a 
real contrast with the settings. 

In conclusion, I would say that the 
northern Ballet told the story brilliantly and, 
even though I was a little apprehensive 
about seeing a ballet, I really enjoyed 
the experience.

THE GrAnTHAM PrEPArATory SCHool

News
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By Mrs Karen Walsh, eC1 Teacher

on Wednesday the EC1 class went 
on a visit to the local ‘teva’ vet. 
as part of their unit of Inquiry, they are 
finding out what animals need and how 
important it is that we look after them 
properly. the children were shown 
around the surgery and met majupo, 
a dog who was rescued and nursed 
back to health, some newborn pups, 
the surgeries friendly black cat and a 
few other animals who were recovering 
from small operations. the children 
learnt so much and came away with 
many answers to their questions. they all 
became so aware of their responsibility 
to look after their own pets at home. 

ec1 Visit 
to the Vet

InTErnATIonAl SCHool 
oF HElDErBErG

News

After 5 years of offering the 
International Baccalaureate 
Diploma Programme (IB DP) in SEK 
Budapest with 12 different subjects 
and more than 40 students going 
through the program, we felt 
confident to organize the first IB 
open Day. 

Parents, our students from 7th grade 
up and guests could get general 
information about IB dP as well as the 
courses we offer, books, exams, etc. 

the 11th grade IB students organized 
IB café with a unique living library and 
successfully answered all the questions, 
serious and less serious, showing how 
much they appreciate this programme.                   

We plan to have more days and 
activities like this.  

IB open Day

BoCA PrEP 
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By Alba Karaduman, First Grade Teacher

 The First Grade students applied 
the IB learner Profiles of being 
open-Minded, Communicators, 
and Knowledgeable during our 
International Show Case. each 
student was representing his or her 
heritage and spoke about their culture 
for International day.

all students wore their native dress 
attire and greeted everyone in different 
languages. they also sang the chorus of 
the song titled It’s a Small World.

children around 
the World

Pictured is the First Grade class dressed up in their 
native dress attire.

year 5 and 6 Imizamo yethu Tour

InTErnATIonAl SCHool oF HoUT BAy

The year 5 and 6 classes 
enjoyed a guided tour of 
Imizamo yethu on a hot 
Friday Morning in February.

the tour began with a steep 
walk up the hill which took us 
past the recycling station and up 
to the church hall.

Here the students were able to 
give gifts of soft toys to the very appreciative 
mothers aand babies.

We treated them to our school song 
and gave our best rendition of the national 
anthem. In return africa, our tour guide, got 
together a few ladies and gentlemen and 
they sang some lovely african songs, with a 
few of the students joining in.

We spent some time looking at all the 
fantastic african art for sale and talking 
to the locals.

there was a wonderful atmosphere and 
everyone seemed to thoroughly enjoy the 
time together.

We hit the road again and continued 
upwards in the searing heat. Imizamo yethu 
is a very lively place and there was always 

something going on. the 
residents appeared very happy 
and were extremely friendly.

at the top of the road is 
the iKhaya le themba after 
care, where children can go 
after schools. Here they run 
programmes for the kids and 
also teach lessons. each child 

is going to get their very own garden to 
grow, and some parents will also be able to 
produce their own vegetables. 
It is wonderful that this facility exists and so 
many people are getting involved to help 
develop skills and improve education in 
Imizamo yethu.

Before we started on our descent, the 
students gave the stationery and books they 
had brought to the children.

the visit was a great eye-opener for the 
students, and many commented on the fact 
that we take so much for granted and that 
they would be more grateful for the things 
they have.

many thanks to the year 5 and 6 parents 
that joined us and helped with transport.
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By Chelsea Ashton, Year 6 

on Wednesday the 
2nd november 2011, 
the year 6 Class went 
to the Animal Welfare 
Society in Gordon’s 
Bay for our Exibition 
Field Trip.  When we 
were there, we donated 
a bag of dog food, toys 
and r610-00 that we 
raised from our cake sale. 
First we looked at the cats.  there weren’t 
many cats but they were all very friendly and 
enjoyed our company.  We also looked at 
the dogs.  they had 150 dogs of different 
breeds.  We walked past all the kennels and 
looked at all the animals.  We were shocked 
when we went to the kennels where they 
keep the injured dogs.  

after our tour of the 
kennels, we played with 
the puppies.  this was 
our favourite time of the 
day.  We played with 
seven puppies and they 
were all very playful and 
energetic. We all wanted 
to take them back to 
school with us, 
but unfortunately 
we couldn’t.

once we left the animal Welfare Society 
we went to mcdonalds, the Strand market 
and the beach in Gordon’s Bay.  While at 
the beach we explored around the shops 
and bought a few things.  the last thing we 
enjoyed was ice cream on the beach. We all 
went home happy and proud of our good 
deed – covered in small scratches!

year 6 Field trip to the animal Welfare Society

year 5 visit to the animal Welfare

THE GrAnTHAM
PrEPArATory SCHool

Macbeth is a Hit

BloUBErG InTErnATIonAl SCHool

The Birthday Book Project has been 
an ongoing project in our school over 
the past few years. It is a wonderful way 
of ensuring that our school library is well 
stocked with a variety of quality children’s 
books.By participating in the project with a 
donation of r100, the children are given the 
opportunity to receive their birthday book in 
assembly and take it home. the book is then 
returned to the school library. In order to find 
out which kinds of books were most popular 
amongst reception year children

mrs Hartung asked the reception year 
children in her class some questions about 
books and this is what some of them had 
to say:

1. What kind of books do you like to 
hear being read to you?
•	 Eugenie	Burger:	I	like	to	read	I’m	a	little	

princess and I also like to read monsters 
Inc. I like animal stories.

•	 Buhlebenkosi	Masuku:	I	like	princess	
stories and stories about horses.

•	 Drew	Jackson:	I	like	princess	stories.
•	 Chukwuma	Ezennia:	I	like	books 

about animals.
•	 Megan	Le	Roux:	I	like	Cinderella	and 

fairy tales.
•	 Tazmin	Pinto:	I	like	princess	stories	and	

tinkerbell books.
•	 Kiara	Macey:	I	like	stories	about	animals,	

especially stories about ducks and bears. 
I also like counting stories.

2. Do you prefer stories that have 
animal characters or human characters?
•	 Eugenie:	I	like	stories	where	the	main	

character is an animal.
•	 Buhlebenkosi:	I	like	both.
•	 Drew:	I	like	princess	characters	that	get	

married.
•	 Chukwuma:	I	like	animal	and	people	

characters.
•	 Tazmin:	I	like	people	characters	most.
•	 Megan:	I	like	people	characters	in	fairy	

tales. 
•	 	Kiara:	I	prefer	animal	characters
 in stories.

From the other questions that were asked 
it  is evident that most of the children enjoy 
listening  to long stories. 

all of the children enjoy stories that rhyme 
and some even enjoy stories that have songs 
and a cd. I hope that this information will 
also be helpful when choosing bedtime 
stories, happy reading!  

our Favourite Kind of Books

megan le roux (aged 5) and drew Jackson (aged 5) 
in the book corner.

Buhlebenkosi masuku (aged 5) and eugenie (aged 5) 
enjoying “reading” books in the book corner.

esther Fraser, Drama Department

“By the pricking of our thumbs, 
something wicked this way comes…” 
the voices of the three witches rang out 
as once again, the young Shakespeare 
company enthralled, terrified and 
amazed our children. 

using only four actors and minimal 
props, the company managed to give 
the impression of an army, a castle and 
of course a blasted heath. the children 
joined in as the wind and animals on the 
heath.  they marched against each other 
as armies, took on the roles of various 
characters and watched macbeth and 
his lady wife turn mad as guilt 
consumed them.

a fabulous performance enjoyed 
by even the youngest children.  We 
can’t wait for the next Shakespearean 
extravaganza!

News
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Inter-IES Winter Sports Day and soccer report

ISH Soccer!

By Mr esterhuizen 

on Saturday the 27 August, 
International School Helderberg 
organized the annual inter-IES sports 
day. this year we included other schools 
from our area as well and it proved to be a 
wonderful day despite the cold and wind. 
Students, parents and staff agree that it 
was an enormous success. It was great to 
observe real sportsmanship amongst the 
players and to see parents, staff and students 
alike supporting their teams. the highlight 
of the day were the soccer matches played 
– great excitement from all involved as the 
students took to the field to show off 
their skills.

What a marvellous day for the u/11 soccer 
team. the first match against Blouberg was 
fast and exciting. all the hard skills practise 
leading up to the interschool’s tournament 
proved well worth it. the team was confident 
from the outset and good interplay was 
sustained throughout the game. although 
Blouberg showed that they had a sound 
skill base, they failed to penetrate our 
defence. ryan Wright is developing into a 
highly efficient goalkeeper. He managed 
the danger zone with flair and composure. 
Keegan dold was the usual rock steady 
defender and the entire midfield ensured 
continuity.

It was the strikers, however, who took 
the opportunities – and their aim was on 
the mark. daniel van dyk beautifully scored 
twice and amaan Jappie pounded the ball 
four times into the net. our team won this 
match 6 – 0. the man of the match was 
awarded to amaan. the second match saw 
Blouberg competing against mondeo. It 
was obvious that Blouberg were beginning 
to find their stride, but mondeo had a 
strong defensive team and wouldn’t allow 
the opposition through. With sustained 
attack, the match ended with one goal 
in favour of Blouberg. the last match 
between ourselves and mondeo appeared 
scrappy at first, but soon settled down and 
presented good rhythm. there were a few 
tense moments when mondeo broke our 
defensive line, but our team was determined 
not to allow the opposition to score. thank 
you to Henry Fischer who, as the substitute 
goalkeeper, did sterling work. again, the 

strikers were energized by good support 
from the midfield. Justin Shaw and William 
Brederode were, as always, the mainstays. 
and then we went into overdrive with one 
goal to daniel and four to amaan who 
received top accolades for this match too. 
daniel is commended for his wonderful 
sportsmanship and leadership as captain 
of the team, and for his perseverance 
which ultimately presented just rewards.
all the team members are congratulated for 
excellent play and must take to heart how 
proud we are of them all. Well done!

BloUBErG InTErnATIonAl SCHool

News

By Mr. Park, P.e. Department

At TGPS we have been very lucky 
this year to work with Mrs Wilson, an 
ambassador for the Help for Heroes 
charity, to create a promotional video 
for the Heroes Hat Trick national 
school’s challenge.

mr Park and mrs Fraser helped to trial 
the blindfolded obstacle course. the 
children from year Six took part in the 
challenge which was recorded by Help 

for Heroes, and which has since been 
seen in schools around the country. the 
promotional film was to inspire youngsters 
to try a blindfolded obstacle course, 
a three-legged obstacle course and a 
wheelchair basket ball throw, in order to 
raise money for this very worthy charity. 
as a school we raised over £250 and our 
children especially enjoyed completing 
the challenge in the snow!

Help for Heroes
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In afrikaans, the year 4s were studying the 
theme of pets or ‘troeteldiere‘ and here are 
some examples of their speeches which they 
then presented orally to the class:

My Troeteldiere
Raphael Voyiatzis 9 years old.

Snoepie en Snowy is nie hondjies nie! Hulle 
is karakters! mense dink hulle is Jack russells, 
maar hulle is baie stoute kinders.Snoepie 
is ‘n wêreldbekende model. Snowy is ‘n 
Prinses.

Saam is hulle monsters. Snowy is mal oor 
“disney cartoons” want sy kyk heeldag 
televisie. Snowy is mal oor skottelgoed  en 
pak dit in die skottelgoedwasser. ons noem 
haar Snoopolux 9000!

eK is baie lief vir my Snoopy en Snowy. 
elke dag is ‘n avontuur met hulle twee.

My Troeteldier
Luke Bowles 9 years old 

Vandag gaan ek oor my troeteldier praat. my 
troeteldier is ‘n kat en haar naam is emma.

Sy het die mooiste blou oë. Haar pels is ‘n 
room kleur en haar stert is swart.

ek is baie lief vir my kat omdat sy ‘n 
wonderlike persoonlikheid het. dankie dat 
julle geluister het!

My Troeteldier
sonja Hanekom 10 years old

Goeie more almal!
Vandag gaan ek oor my troeteldier praat. 

my hondjie is ‘n fox terrier en haar naam 
is lisa.

Haar basiese behoeftes is hondekos, ‘n 
bedjie, ‘n dak oor haar kop en laaste, maar 
nie die minste nie, liefde! lisa is baie mooi. 

Sy is wit met swart kolle. Haar gunsteling 
kos is nutriphase, die bief geur. Sy hou 
van my kat merrybelle, maar haar ouer 
tweeling-boeties, danie en rufus, hou nie 
van merrybelle nie. Hulle hou van my perd  
Pegasus. ek is baie life vir my troeteldiere.

dankie dat julle geluister het.

My Troeteldiere
TamzynTerblanche 9 years old

my troeteldier is ‘n Golden retriever en haar 
naam is roxy. Sy het bruin oë en ‘n lang stert.
Sy is goud en bruin en het ‘n blink pels. Sy is 
baie stout en hou daarvan om my pantoffels 
rond te dra. 

roxy hou daarvan om in die tuin te 
hardloop en met kinders te speel. Sy hou 
ook daarvan om te slaap en baie te eet. roxy 
eet Vetschoice kos en eet drie maal ‘n dag. 
ons bad haar graag en sy is vier maande 
oud. ek is baie lief vir haar.

My Troeteldier
Jade Hansen 9 years old.

Goeie more klas, vandag gaan ek vir julle 
vertel van my troeteldier. Haar naam is 
Brownie en hy is ‘n hamster. al is sy naam 
Brownie, is dit nogal snaaks want hy is eintlik 
wit en grys. Brownie eet graag sy neute en 
sade en drink net water. In sy hok is daar baie 
goed om mee te speel, maar haar gunsteling 
is die wiel. Het julle geweet hamsters slaap 
omtrent die heel dag? 

Hy bly in ‘n pragtige, kleurvolle hok wat ek 
een keer ‘n week skoon maak. ek is baie lief 
vir Brownie en sy is baie spesiaal vir my.

From the classroom:

Our Writers
THE GrAnTHAM 
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My Dad 
(a descriptive 
paragraph)
Jamie MorrisonYear 9

that smile of his that just lights up the 
world. that laugh, which you can hear 
from miles away. His weird, yet childish 
sense of humour. my dad is my hero; 
he's everything I could ask for. 
understanding and outgoing. tall with a 
lot of brown hair (which he attempts to 
flick as if he were Justin Bieber), his big 
blue eyes, that sparkle with happiness. 
my dad somehow has the will to forgive 
anyone, for anything. He's probably the 
most sensitive and most understanding 
person I've ever met. His 'beer belly' 
covers a heart of gold, and provides me 
with a perfect cushion to rest my head 
upon whilst watching disney movies 
with popcorn. He is a great naScar fan 
and this is probably the most childish 
thing about him. He dreams of one day 
becoming a naScar driver, and would 
like me to become one too. my dad is 
my hero; my dad is my best friend. I love 
how warm I feel in his presence, his tight 
hugs which make me feel like nothing 
will ever hurt me. like a suit of armour. 
His presence gives comfort after a bad 
day. He always listens to everything I say, 
which I guess is a blessing and a curse. 
His support and just knowing that he will 
always be there to catch me when I fall 
means everything to me. I guess I could 
say that I am a daddy's girl, because I 
am, and will always be, my daddy's girl. 
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By eden Vaughan, Year 6

most humans think a fairy’s life is just 
collecting teeth and sprinkling fairy dust, but 
you know what? they’re wrong! 

my name is Juniper tallulah. I’m a fairy 
and I’m going to tell you how much work a 
fairy has to do before even thinking about 
collecting teeth. 

not every fairy has a human - you have 
to earn your human by getting moss 
merits - 289 in total.  I’ll tell you about two 
adventures when I earned some moss merits 
and then you’ll see how much effort it takes 
to get a human. 

one time, my friend cherry animal and I 
were playing tag by a family picnic. Without 
warning, a sycamore seed came slicing 
through the air and hit cherry on the head, 
knocking her into a cup of elderflower 
cordial where she started to drown.  I rushed 
to a nearby tree, pulled out an ivy vine and 

threw it into the glass, it looped round 
cherry and I pulled her out.  that deed 
earned six moss merits. 

another occasion was when I was on 
hedgerow duty with my best friend, Barry.  
Barry is a chubby goldfinch with a wonky 
beak and shiny, ebony eyes.  Barry’s nephew 
was trying to fly, but some sparrows were 
teasing him.  I told him some jokes to calm 
him down and before he realised it, he’d 
fluttered away.  Barry blew a raspberry at 
the chattering birds, “Sparrows are such 
doughnuts,” he said, and he’s got a point.  I 
earned one moss merit that time.

after earning my 289th moss merit, I was 
finally put on the list for a human.  I was told 
to find a baby that had the same song in its 
heart as me. When I found that baby, I had to 
be there to hear its first milky burp and then 
we’d be joined forever.  So, I closed my eyes 
and looked down into the chocolaty depths 

of my soul and listened to the song of my 
heart.  For days and weeks I looked in prams, 
nurseries, everywhere.  I heard many songs, 
but none that chimed with mine.

one day I was sitting in a lavender bush 
with Barry, when a car whizzed by and I was 
sure I could hear my song inside it.  my heart 
did a cartwheel.  I jumped on Barry’s back 
and we followed the car to a tall brick house.  
When we saw a light in the top window, we 
perched on the window sill and peeped 
inside.  We saw a baby girl lying in her cot. 
 I heard her mother say, “Goodnight tara 
may Jones.”

I flew over to take my first look at her funny 
little face. then, music to my ears, a gurgle 
rose in her throat and she let out her first 
milky burp.  I bobbed up and down on that 
sweet warm breath, bursting with pride, 
while our hearts tinkled the same song and I 
imagined all the adventures that lay ahead.

The Milky Burp Fairy
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An extract from the story of the Willow Pattern.

Recounted by elizabeth Leadley, Year 5. 

long, long ago in china lived a rich and 
powerful mandarin and his greatest pride 
and pleasure out of many of his sons and 
daughters was his small daughter Koong-
se. every morning, while the mandarin 
was dictating letters to the skinny old 
scribe, Koong-se brought beautiful 
blossoms to impress her father, the 
mandarin. one morning, Koong-se went 
to see her father with her latest collection 
of blossoms to show him. She skipped 
into her father’s study where she did not 
notice the new figure writing up letters. 
“oh father,” Koong-se cried, “I’ve got the 
first apple-blossoms of the spring!”

“marvellous, my little sweetheart,” 
boomed the mandarin in a cheery tone. 
Koong-se gave him a smile of approval 
and turned slowly to look out of the 
window, which was streaming with golden 
sunlight, but something was blocking her 
view. a man! Koong-se stepped away 
from him.   Who was he? 

the Willow Pattern
THE GrAnTHAM PrEPArATory SCHool

“Father!” Koong-se said, pulling a 
worried face and pointing with a shaky 
finger at the unrecognisable man.

“oh, do not worry about him 
darling,” the mandarin said, 
chuckling at his daughter’s 
emotion and reaction, “He’s my 
new scribe. meet chang, our 
new scribe. I’m afraid our old 
scribe retired to live out his last 
few days in peace. He could not 
keep up with my dictating, 
you know.”

chang stood up and bowed 
to Koong-se. Koong-se could not 
help smiling. this handsome young 
man had instantly found the soft spot in 
Koong-se.

the next day, Koong-se went into her 
father’s study and saw her love, chang. 
chang sneaked a letter to Koong-se. 
later on that afternoon, Koong-se read 
chang’s letter, it said:

“my love, Koong-se. you have truly made 
me fall for you with your beauty and fairness. 

How I would love to read you the poetry I 
have written especially for you, but I only 
have a chance to do so if we meet in secret, 
but you must promise me our love is a 
special secret.”

Anna Nebolsina, Year 10

I’m running through the blowing wind 
and blinding sunshine 
my muscles are burning 
and I’m tired
Some people saying that
I’ve lost my mind
maybe they’re right
But I don’t see anything 
except what I’m running to 
and it’s you

I’ll  hug you so tight
and feel like those times,
When we were warming up 
near the fire.

I won’t talk much.
I just need to know that you are fine 
and say something that I,
Should have said last time
Whether dawn brings light
or sunset brings night,
these words won’t leave my mind

maybe you don’t need it
But please, be kind
Because every day I’m running to you
through the blowing wind 
through the blinding sunshine 
with the memories of the warm fire.
I just need to say “Goodbye”

The year 10 students wrote a 
wonderful poem in the Afrikaans 
class on the topic:
“Being a teenager”.
 

Tienerjare
ek was siek
toe kyk ek ‘n fliek
ek kon nie slaap
toe tel ek ‘n skaap

ek sit hier by die skool
dit is so erg soos kool
ek doen my wiskunde huiswerk
Sodat my juffrou dit kan merk

ek sien my kêrel op die strand
Hy is so aan die brand
toe vat ek my kans
en gryp hom en dans

By mcdonald’s eet ek graag
dit maak vol my maag
daar ontmoet ons, ons vriende
en vorm sterk bande

ek koop mooi klere
en duur juwele
die vreugde om ‘n tiener te wees
Gee ons baie gees

Kyra van Gein, Monique du Plessis en 

Iviwe Mayekiso, Year 10

By Joshua Lewis, Year 6

autumn is like a child,
carefully painting the leaves,
copper, amber and gold,
taking the leaves to his collection.

autumn is like a child,
He is happy and playful,
running through the leaves,
Kicking them up as he goes.

autumn is like a child,
His warm breath steaming,
In the cold air,
ripping leaves off the trees,
conkers falling to the ground.

autumn is like a child,
Planting acorns and conkers,
and different seeds for the winter,
Watering them carefully,
While they wait patiently.

Holy TrInITy
InTErnATIonAl SCHool

As part of their history course year 9 
are studying the  First World War. Jenny 
Bateman was so moved that she wrote this 
special poem for mrs townley and the class.

 
a truly wonderful poem Jenny, thank you 
so much.
 
through mud and blood they trudge and trek, 
though broken, damaged, shell shocked 
wrecks.
maddening wait for bullets hit,
In grimy trenches, gas lamps lit.
With shrapnel soaring—ghostly screams,
they pray to God flare lights beam.
and through the ages have we changed?
From monstrous, bloody, world war days.
does greed and fear still reign our land?
and the future wars we withstand?
So remember the wars of time,
the bodies buried deep in lime.
a poppy’s a symbol for needless deaths,
dulceet decorum est pro patrimori

Autumn

BloUBErG 
InTErnATIonAl SCHool

I just need 
to say…

remembrance

Our Writers
BloUBErG 
InTErnATIonAl SCHool

THE GrAnTHAM PrEPArATory SCHool
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SeK Budapest was very excited to start a 
new online literary magazine this year. the 
aim was to awaken the students’ appetite 
for literature. the writers and editors of 
the magazine Krenyitzky Stephanie, Patik 
laura, Szekeres melinda and dylan lasso 
cester (under the supervision of the english 
teacher, miss angela milne-Kiss) have already 
put out two magazines and are currently 
working on the third. this magazine will help 
students discover the fun side of books and 
it will provide an opportunity to explore the 
wonderful world of literature and poetry with 
a wide range of articles, games and short 
stories and poems written by SeK students 
themselves. Here is a sample from the 
magazine.  enjoy!

Christmas Poem
By Orsi s.Liddiard

Presents sitting under the tree
mince pies for the eye to see
Suddenly we hear a snap
It’s Santa appearing with a crack.
Father christmas feels jolly
at seeing the ivy and the holly
the icicles are slowly melting
on rudolf’s nose, I’m sure he felt it!

An ode 
By Ignacio Zaldivar De La Rica

you are always there for me,
you wake up before I do,
you go to bed after I do;
you are always there for me:
you are the friend that impatiently waits,
and comfort me telling that it is too soon.
But when the moment comes,
I stop looking at you,
Betraying you.
But you don’t
If I get bored,
you are always there for me,
and you help me escape.

you are always there for me,
at the end of class,
at christmas,
at new year’s eve,
Seconds before my birthday.

But time has passed,
your two hands have turned too fast.
and the world has rejected you:
It first rejected your ’’ticking”,
replacing your hands
By shining amorphous numbers.

then Japanese and americans,
decided to destroy you,
Saying you are ’’uni-functional device”.

But I know you aren’t:
you give us happiness,
elegance and charm,
and that beautiful,
Brilliant and terrific movement.

I will always be there for you:
I will always carry you.
no matter what it takes,
I will not betray you again.

A Better World           

By Connor Nicol

ode to all you books,
With musty pages so inviting, 
and coloured covers so enticing.

Books to lift me when I am down,
and when I’m angry you bring me round’

Books, with stories of dragons and knights 
and bearded old wizards
With the power of flight.

an ode to you books,
With worlds more interesting than this one,
If only I could escape to yours,
and bail out of this one.

to live the life of grand adventure,
to best many an enemy,
and never surrender.

to save the girl, and win her heart,
to have that chance,
I’d tear the earth apart.

If only I’d been born,
to the blood of kings,
or better yet,
a man with wings.

to fight for a cause greater than me,
to finally solve,
the mystery.

For these things,
I’d lay down my life,
though it’s hardly a fair trade,
as it’s laden with strife.

But alas, it is not to be,
For that is one path that isn’t open to me.

In this harsh reality I must stay,
In this life,
this senseless fray.

reader’s SEKtion
To read or not to read? We say yES!
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Our Writers

Some of our writers and editors at work

By Cameron Chow, Year 6

rockin’ around the cauldron go,
In the gold of dragon show,
load, on the freezing bones,
Put in people’s weird groans.

Bubble, bubble, gore and rubble,
People die, in cauldron bubble.

Gland of fire dragon, that lightly burns,
Kidney of warlock, weirdly turns,
Fingers of the wererock, gladly churns,
toe of water hog, nasty gurns,
Put it in the boiling trouble,
For eternity it’ll bubble.

Bubble, bubble, gore and rubble,
People die, in cauldron bubble.

eye of martian, in we throw,
all the deathly entrails go,
From the blood of owls know,
Good and evil now will blow.

Bubble, bubble, gore and rubble,
People die, in cauldron bubble.

BloUBErG InTErnATIonAl SCHool

Monique du Plessis, Year 10

Seeing the Island is like waking up early 
on the first day of spring.  all around the 
island is crystal clear water, with not even a 
slight chance of a storm in the far distance. 
even the idea of a small wind upsets the 
silent trees. Slowly the island starts to reveal 
itself more and more as you start to explore. 

the sneaky, slimy snake that slithers slowly 
in-between the tall grasses that run all along 
the frightening forest, gives you goose- flesh. 
next, you hear the noisy chirping of millions 
of tropical birds as they fly into the mountain 
ranges. listening closely you quickly realise 
that there are many insects and animals trying 
to get your attention. 

Before you get to the forest you need 
to get past the grasses that surround it, 
then awaits the beautiful forest with its 
extraordinary trees that stretch far over a 
wide area of land. their trunks are as wide 
as the Breede river and they are as tall as 
the carlton centre. Strangely, the ground 
never seems to be level. It is as if someone 
stomped around in large shoes making 
giant ditches everywhere. around the foot 
of the gigantic trees are bunches of mini 
red and white mushrooms which add to the 
tremendous amount of plant life all around 
you. thousands of undeveloped flowers 
wait patiently for their turn to sprout while 
thousands are enjoying the fresh air flowing 

through their petals. the ground looks like 
a colourful rainbow that appears every time 
it drizzles and all the flowers decide to show 
off their beautiful colours.

Just behind this adventurous forest lies 
a range of mysterious mountains. these 
mountains’ peaks have yet to reveal 
themselves through the thick layer of fog 
that hides them away. every single mountain 
looks different. Some are decorated with 
ash coloured bushes that overwhelm the 
surrounding patches of brown grass; others 
are covered in tall, bright green grass and 
others that mainly consist of yellow- brown 
flowers. Just below the thick blanket of fog 
that covers the mountain peaks are large 
caves. these caves echo every little sound 
that enters in. Shadows of all kinds creep out 
of the caves and almost deliberately cover 
the whole mountain as if to let you know that 
the mountain belongs to them, and you are 
not welcome to explore it. 

Just on the other side of the mountains is 
a secret lagoon that eventually joins up to 
the indescribably beautiful sea. like the sea, 
this lagoon has crystal clear water that blinds 
you when you look at it, and is surrounded 
by old, broken down parts of what seems to 
have been tiny sand-brown clay houses. the 
sleeping lagoon eventually meets up with 
the sea. this marks the end of our journey 
through the Island.

THE GrAnTHAM 
PrEPArATory SCHool

Witches 
cauldron

The Island
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emma eaton-Hart, Year 6

“year 5 did an amazing class assembly about 
maoris, explaining their culture and history.  
the whole Junior School was watching it 
with merry smiles and everyone understood 
and learnt about the maoris.  all of year 5 
participated and everyone had a role to 
do.  everyone learnt their lines off by heart 
and projected their voices brilliantly.  the 
assembly included a maori song, which was 
sung beautifully, a poem, a story explaining 
how they found new Zealand and how it 

maori Haka in assembly
got its name, plus many interesting facts and 
the haka, which spread smiles and made us 
imagine the maori doing it.  

the atmosphere in the hall was one of 
complete silence.  the Junior School really 
enjoyed the assembly and were watching in 
great awe.  I particularly liked the song and 
had it stuck in my head for the rest of the day.  
We have all learnt a lot and we learnt about 
maoris and new Zealand.  a really fun way of 
learning!!!”  
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year Five imagined what it would be like on 
christmas day, away from home and at war. 

25th December 1917
My Dearest sister Hannah,

Christmas! I hope all is well with you and I wonder what you are doing. No 

shooting today, we actually talked to the Germans until the Lieutenant told us 

to stop. Thank you for all my packages and I’m looking forward to our next 

Christmas at home. I remember Christmas at home so well, the excitement, 

the laughter. How are you? OK I hope. 80% of us are still alive. It’s very 

muddy here and it is very wet. George and Thomas are OK and we threw 

presents to the Germans. We threw rum and they threw cigarettes. I am very 

happy that you are still alive. We have bully beef and rock hard biscuits for 

every meal, so it’s not very exciting.
Lots of love,

Fred. 

A letter written from 

the trenches during 

the First World War by 

Michael Zbrzezniak.

Our Writers
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By Nina Janse Van Rensburg (MYC 3 – Year 9)

I looked down at my bare, filthy, 
scabbed feet with no expression on 
my face as I rested on the edge of the 
pavement. they were bony and the legs 
which held me up could barely do so, 
because they were so thin. Slowly, I held my 
hands up, staring at the large, oozing scratch 
on one. there was no medical care for the 
poverty-stricken people here. there wasn’t 
even food.

the blare of a white van’s headlights drew 
my attention, my head darting up. these 
were the vehicles which took people off the 
streets. People who were never seen again. 
they were taken to be experimented upon, 
dissected. this was the reason why I sprang 
off the sidewalk and darted into an alleyway, 
praying they hadn’t seen me.

trembling from the effort it had taken to 
do such a quick action, I slid down the wall 
and thumped to the ground. I put my hand 
over my chest and absentmindedly tapped 
my fingers. every rib jutted out, and I counted 
them in my head. eyes drifting around, 
they landed on something a metre away. It 
was green and mouldy ….. not believing 
my luck, I crawled over to the object and 
snatched it up, picking off the green fungus. 
It was a tiny piece of very old bread! I shoved 
it into my mouth and chewed quickly – if 
anyone else had seen it, they could have 
killed for it. People were so desperate that, 
yes, they’d kill for food.

Savouring the sensation of nutrition sliding 
down into my stomach, I closed my eyes for a 
few moments.

this was my biggest mistake. a hand 
clamped over my mouth, stinking of sweat 
and blood. I was hoisted into the air, 
unceremoniously carried to the white van I’d 
attempted to avoid. thrown in, I wondered 
what they’d do to me. Perhaps water torture, 
where the victim was forced to drink so much 
water that his stomach started to force it back 
up, then someone jumped on his stomach 
to make it come back up. then it would be 
repeated again and again ……

I tried to scream and fight, but they were 
too strong. Something bashed my head 
and the last thing I could remember was 
falling….. falling…..

north Korea
By evie Day

Arrival
rocklands, I had already been there 
before but going again was a whole new 
experience! When we got there, everybody 
had puzzled looks on their faces wondering 
where we could put our bags down? Where 
were we going to sleep and when the 
first activity was going to start? after some 
patient waiting, we finally met our facilitators, 
one was a dark haired man called Junior 
and the other was a kind, caring american 
girl called Sydney. our first activity was very 
tricky and tangled! We had to join our left 
and right hands but not with the person 
next to us, I managed to get untangled very 
quickly but the others were not so lucky. 
We tried very hard to untangle their knotted 
arms but we had to start again because the 
others weren’t in a risk-taking mood but we 
finally got it! 

Difficult deeds
one of the most tiresome activities was the 
scavenger hunt. Sydney and Junior gave us  
plastic sheets with pictures of places in the 
rocklands area. In these places we would 
find a wooden brick. on this brick there 
would be both letters and their translations 
in braille, the special language of the blind 
people or a question mark that meant 
nothing was there. I was in a team with 
nicole and Saud, we looked all-over the 
rocklands centre. despite all our efforts we 
were the last team to arrive. When we were 
done Sydney gave us a piece of paper with 
a code that we had to translate and the code 
was brilliant!

a very difficult challenge was the ant trail. 
there were sliver lines about 15cm above 
the ground and we had to cross these 
lines. thank goodness there was another 
sliver line above us so we could balance! 
my classmates held on to the sliver line so I 
could keep balance but it was still a wobbly 
experience! there was a huge log, hanging 
from rusted chains and we had to help 
everyone in the class get over. the first time I 
tried to get over my sweaty hands failed me 
and I fell but the next time my class mates 
helped me get over!

Facing fears
I hate rock climbing, I find it the worst 
possible sport but when our spectators 
told us we had to do it, it was a complete 
nightmare! mrs Slabber kindly gave me 
some rock-climbing advice; she said that i 
must look for the stones that I could  put my 
fingers into. I tried so hard but my shaking 
hands failed me and all the pieces of rock 
on the wall were too small for me to grab. 
my goal was to touch the red line that was 1 
meter above me and just when I was about 
to fall, I managed to slap the red line. mrs 
Fisher and mrs Slabber were proud of me 
when I finished!

 also going on a huge long hike up the 
mountain was a frightening experience! 
thankfully Sydney was behind me making 
sure that I was okay. there were many 
sharpened, chipped rocks that we had to 
climb over. When we got back down both 
our spectators and mrs Fisher and mrs 
Slabber were proud of me!        

By Cameron Chow, Year 6

the child of autumn is coming!
She is here to brush away Summer,
colouring the leaves with gold.
that just makes us smile.

She beautifies the forest with leaves,
Gold, bronze, even amber.
the child of autumn is decorating till the 
trees are bare!

the child of autumn is here admiring 
her work,
the world is now a golden patchwork.
the squirrels thank her for,
nuts and acorns for their hibernation.

the child of autumn is leaving just 
for a year,
But next year round,
She’ll do the same again.
She knows her time is up, 
time to wait for
Winter to clear up again!

InTErnATIonAl SCHool oF HoUT BAy
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By Caitlin Dreyer

I enjoyed it at Kirstenbosch because we 
saw interesting things such as: bullrushes, 
ferns and we went down to the wetland and 
saw tadpoles, frogs, fish and guinea fowls. 
We also learned about how our water is 
recycled and that only 70% of the earth is 
water and 3% of the water is drinkable but 
2% of it is frozen in an iceberg. that leaves 
us with only 1% of water that is available to 
us. We now know how important it is to save 
every bit of water that we can.

yr 5 outing to 
Kirstenbosch

BloUBErG 
InTErnATIonAl SCHool
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years 5 and 6 have been writing poems 
about the Harvest Festival, looking 
in particular at personification, and 
creating vivid images in the reader's 
mind.  these are just four examples of their 
incredible work.

Harvest Festival 
Poems by year 6

Harvest Poem
By emma eaton-Hart

Harvest is when we’re thankful,
With fruit and veg we grow and share,
to give to the people that need our help,
that are sadly poor and bare.

any fruit and veg we grow,
carrots, potatoes or maize,
Will mean the world to some people,
In every single way.

Harvest is when we gather together,
It’s a very humble day,
People will appreciate us and our thoughts,
In their very special way.

Harvest Festival
By Megan Thompson-summers 

Harvest is a time for peace,
collect in the crops for a massive feast
In comes the wheat
In comes the corn
the scattered seeds are the plants reborn
Fruit in the orchard
Pigs in the sty
It’s the most beautiful vision to touch my eye
the leaves gently falling
the azure autumn sky
the wind softly calling
It’s the harvest time.

And by year 5…

The Harvest
By Issie Beech, Year 5

the wavy and flexible crops sway in the 
breeze,
like a mesmerising ballet dancer.

But an enormous, metal monster chops 
down the helpless dancers,
to feed a thankful, hungry nation.

I breath in the cool, frosty air.
Sometimes I wish that Summer was still here.

Harvest Festival
By Matthew Patmore, Year 5

Succulent fruits and the gentle rumble of the 
combine harvester.
the orange, crunchy carrots and the mouth-
watering tomatoes.
the rhythm of the rain pit-pattering on the 
greenhouse roof.
the red hot chillies burning your mouth.
the luminous harvest moon looming over 
the cornfield.
tasty, ripe, rosy apples falling off the apple 
tree with a gentle thud on the hard, frosty 
ground.
the sun blaring down and reflecting off the 
shimmering greenhouse windows.
Farmers picking the juicy plums.
the diminutive acorn turning into a huge oak 
tree.
thank you to the farmers everywhere 
for providing us with delicious fruit and 
vegetables.
thank you to them all.

Our Writers

Harvest Festival Poems

Written by Holly elsworth

‘on tuesday 21 September year 5 visited 
the norman lockyer observatory.

When we arrived we went into the back 
room and learned about all the different 
planets, some information on the sun and 
saw a miniature scale of how far away the 
different planets were from the sun.  the 
man was astonished by our knowledge of 
the planets and the universe.

We had soon finished in the classroom 
and a different man took us to look at some 
old telescopes.

the first telescope we visited was black.  
Four people: matthew, Issie, Freya and 

ollie, had to pull down on a rope to open 
the roof of the dome we were in. the man 
talked for a little and then he let each one 
of us push the telescope with our smallest 
finger to show easy it was.

the second telescope we only had a 
look at, because there was a meteor scan 
which we looked at for a while.  If the screen 
flashed white it would mean that we would 
only have a few minutes remaining before 
the earth blew up! 

We then went with a different man to look 
at the telescope that Sir norman lockyer 
originally used to tell what the stars and 
planets were made of.

year 5 trip to norman lockyer observatory 
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the man talked for a while and then 
showed us a steel wire.  He pressed a 
button and the rope started twisting 
and rotating.

When we had finished that we went into 
the planetarium and watched while the 
man showed us different constellations 
and how the world rotates.

Following on from that, we went on a 
lovely walk and had our lunch on the top 
of Salcombe Hill.

We Had a loVely day out!’
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Sunset
By stephanie Russell (IGCse 2 – Year 11)

the sun begins to sink
through the weightless candyfloss clouds
above my head is the orange blended sky
assisting the sun on its journey

the air is chilly and crisp
as if the earth has just been reborn
Silhouettes of trees look painted in the 
distance
While insects come out to dance in the wind

a slight breeze lingers around my body
as the sky changes to pink
the orange sun is nearing its destination
and the moon is sneaking out

the sound of crickets singing
creeps into my ear like drizzling rain
the sky has now faded to darkness
and the moon has taken over the sky

Hear no evil

By Hanna Lim (IGCse 2 – Year 11)

If I could, I would hear my fingers tap against 
the keyboard as I type. If I could, I would 
be able to hear the birds that hop by my 
window. I remember how I used to hear my 
alarm in the morning,waking me up for a new 
day of hard work. I remember how I used 
to jump whenever I heard a knock on the 
door. they say silence is golden. the kind 
of silence where you feel  the world has lost 
track of time and has forgotten  to keep on 
turning. that kind of silence is supposedly 
rare. For me, silence is like a rock, so much 
of it around; strong and therefore difficult to 
get rid of. If I could, I would remember that 
hearing was a gift and it should not be taken 
for granted...

not being able to hear has its advantages, 
when you want to be alone and just shut the 
world out. all you have to do is close your 
eyes and everyone is gone. to me, sight is 
like a light pencil sketch; if you don’t like it, 
erase it, and you wont see it. If I don’t like 
something I see, I close my eyes and I won’t 
hear it. Hearing things is not a problem, 
because my mind is full of golden silence. 
People underestimate the power of sight. 
to find the true beauty of things, you have 
to read between the lines, search under 
the layers of abused names and above 

all, believe in what you see. these things 
come naturally to me, my sight is the only 
strong sense I have left. I concentrate on my 
sight more, sometimes more than I do with 
breathing, acute and intense. they say it is so 
difficult to take back what has already been 
said, not for me though. Why even speak, 
if I cannot hear the venomous words that 
spill out of my mouth?  no more whispered 
words from bored gossipers or sharp sneers 
from insecure people. not for me, but they 
forget that I can still see them.

I recall how music used to make me feel. 
How it had the ability to be able to alter my 
mood, tears of joy or a joy of tears. I recall 
how I would get a song stuck in my head, 
constantly singing along to the repeated 
chorus, then making words up to the 
unknown verses. Sometimes I feel  that not 
having music is like not having food or water. 
I still crave for the  soulful food that I will 
never be allowed to taste again. I recall how 
my mother’s laughter always made me feel 
at home, or my brother’s laughter echoing 
like a song, sailing through the wind. How it 
felt so good to hear myself when I was truly 
laughing, or hearing a friend’s laugh, which 
in turn made me laugh even more. Voices of 
loved ones will slowly be forgotten. a key, 
forever lost, that used to open a door to a 
place I could call my own. laughter I will 
never be able to join in like before. 

Imagine a world full of silence. Where 
people communicate without talking, where 
birds sing without dong, where music plays 
with no instruments and where laughter is 
forgotten. this world has forever -lasting, 
lonely peace. this world to you is golden, 
extremely rare, but not for me,

Free Fallin’

By Alanna Wells (IGCse 2 – Year 11)

the spotlight is hot on my face; it blinds me 
as I walk onstage. my hands quivering, I 
reach for the microphone. the music starts. 
my heart flutters. tiny butterflies start to 
spread through my body.

“She’s a good girl, I-I-I- loves h-er,” I barely 
sing a line. I can’t even sing a line without 
messing up! BreatHe, BreatHe. relax. oh 
my God. everyone is staring at me. they are 
staring at me. It’s because I messed up. oH 
my God. oH my God. Shut up.  Shut up. 
Sing damn it!

“loves Jesus and america too.”  Good, 
now keep going.

“She’s a good girl.” look at the audience. 
look at the audience.

“crazy ‘bout elvis.” never mind. don’t 
look at them. StoP looKInG at tHem!

the crowd is quiet. the music fills the air. 
the guitarist behind me starts off plucking, 
but when the chorus comes along, he 
strums with more power and yet it is just 
as beautiful as before. the song is half way 
through; soon I will be speaking my lines. I 
have practised these lines over and over. I 
know them so well  that I could recite them 
backwards it I wanted to.

“I’m going to leave this world for a while.” 
I’m doing it. I wonder if they will remember 
my slip-up. maybe they’ll have forgotten by 
the end of the night??

as the song goes on, the butterflies in 
my  stomach fly away and I remember why 
I signed up for the musical in the first place. 
Besides the fact that I loved the play, I 
wanted to prove to people that I could do it. 
Whenever I signed up for anything, I saw the 
doubt in their eyes, the slight smirk on their 
faces, as if they were thinking: “She’ll never 
actually do it, she is too shy to get up in front 
of an audience and sing. Stage fright is her 
worst enemy, no way she’ll make it.”

So when I signed up for the musical, and 
people looked at me that way, I decided that 
I would just have to face my fears and give it 
my all.

as the music dies down and is replaced 
by the applause and cheers of the audience, 
I realize, elated, that I have made it through 
the worst part of the night.

I have proved them wrong.

Our Writers
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By emma Torr (IGCse 2 – Year 11)

a smile radiated across her fresh face as she 
fluttered around the room. Her new frock 
swished and swayed as she weaved her 
way through the clusters of guests. Her icy 
blue eyes glistened in the twilight, while her 
long brown hair danced from side to side. 
every man wished to make her his wife and 
care for her” till death, do them part”. She 
epitomized perfection and was the envy of 
every woman in the world. She was a vision; a 
magnificent jewel found amongst thousands 
of gem stones who longed for her sparkle. 
She was loved by all, - all except herself.

carefully and quietly, she made her way up 
the stairs and along the narrow corridor to the 
ladies’ room. She leaned forward, over the 
familiar basin and examined her face in the 
mirror, scrutinizing over every blemish on her 
porcelain cheeks. Her eyes gravitated to her 
nose, which was sprinkled with light freckles. 
She cursed her mother for giving her such a 
gigantic, crooked disgrace of a nose that was 
positioned in the centre of her hideous face. 
She looked at the reflection of her sapphire 
eyes, while letting out a slight squeal of 

disappointment as she peered into those 
empty pupils. If only she had inherited her 
father’s delicate lashes. Her gaze now moved 
onto her luscious red lips, as soft as petals. 
She criticized them for being too big and too 
dark. She grabbed a tissue and dabbed the 
tears that now leaked onto her dress. She 
sighed in disgust, oh how she longed to 
be beautiful.

She took a step back, to fit her model-like 
legs into the frame of the mirror. She turned 
to her side and lifted up her dress to reveal 
her flat stomach. Her ribs protruded out of 
her fragile figure, piercing the air with the 
bony structure. She pressed her knuckles into 
her stomach, then grabbed a hold of the little 
skin that kept her organs below the surface. 
She closed her eyes in absolute revolt and 
allowed the silky material to flop back down 
to its original position. “Why am I so fat?”, 
she thought to herself. She rose onto the tips 
of her feet and examined her legs. Her thighs 
were as wide as tree trunks that wobbled as 
she shook her hips. Her eyes stumbled over 
her large knees and ran down her enormous 
calves. “you are so ugly”, a voice inside 

of her cried. “Why can’t you be thin and 
pretty?”

She slid down onto the floor and hung 
her head over the white tiles. the feeling of 
self loathing was a regular visitor, something 
she had almost grown accustomed to and 
thought to be normal. It sounded bizarrely 
wonderful to lead a life that wasn’t constantly 
disrupted by feelings of inadequacy. She 
longed for the morning when she would lie in 
bed, writing in her journal and not worrying 
about the calories she had yet to lose that 
day. She wanted to dream of love and 
freedom. She wanted to be free of her painful 
life that she hid from the world every day, but 
it seemed impossible.

Instead, she pulled herself up from the cold 
floor and made her way out of the bathroom. 
as she walked down the stairs, she retrieved 
her smile and flicked her hair to the side. She 
took a deep breath and poised her nose high 
in the air, with a confidence glowing from 
within. She turned on her charm and waltzed 
her way back into conversation, as if nothing 
had been wrong at all.

By skye Meyer (Year 6)

on a very warm evening, after a day of hard 
work in the Somerset West summer heat, the 
diligent students of the International School of 
Helderberg assembled at the BP garage across 
the Waterstone mall as the sun set among the 
distant mountains. there was an atmosphere of 
excitement as students rushed into staff vehicles. 
our friendly teachers were so kind to take us 
across the busy roads, including the n2, taking 
every bit of care to make the journey a safe one. 

Firstly, the hungry students and teachers 
travelled along the unique city-lit roads to 
the popular and modern day favourite-KFc. 
Here the dominant choice was the chilled 
sensation, the Krusher, and Sprinkle Pops with 
their vivid and intense flavour, after which we 
set off to our destination. the cape town city 
Hall was busy and full of bustling admirers of 
music. the vibrant, cultural environment was 
overwhelming and truly impressive.  

We were also lucky enough to get the finest 
seats, situated in the top row of the hall, 
overlooking the great sea of joyful chattering 
viewers and providing the optimum picture 
perfect view of the stage.

Hearts pounded, emotions were 
overwhelming, ears were healed and 
souls nourished as a beautiful matrix of 
sound enchanted us all. the talented cape 
Philharmonic orchestra was performing their last 
concert in cape town before they were going 
on their tour to new york. they had assured 
themselves a legacy in cape town after this 
breathtaking performance which they were sure 
to execute in superb style and quality overseas.

the programme was exciting and well 
structured with an excellent conductor, martin 
Panteleev, and soloist violinist, Philippe Quint. 
the line up was as follows:

I. Johannesburg overture by Walton
II. adagio for Strings by Barber

III. Violin concerto in d major by Korngold
IV. Break- we bought some refreshing drinks  

     at the friendly café across the theatre.
V. die eiland by Panteleev
VI. Symphony number 3 “organ Symphony”  

     by Saint-Saens
most of the students enjoyed the adagio and 

die eiland the most. We were sad to see the 
concert come to an end, but it finished with a 
truly wonderful and memorable performance by 
the organ and orchestra. Students talked about 
the instrument and terrific performances as we 
returned to our cozy town of Somerset West.

It truly was a once in a lifetime opportunity 
where we could discover a unique dimension 
of classical music and fill our souls with culture, 
as well as creating precious class memories 
with our friends. year Six and Seven would 
like to thank our caring teachers, mr e and mrs 
muscat, for organizing and taking us on this 
unforgettable excursion.

The Monster In The Mirror

year 6 and 7 Symphony evening   
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From the year 4 classroom

Simile Poem

By Luke Bowles, 9yrs and Lloyd Frank, 9yrs

the writer of this poem
Is mightier than a lion
as striking as lightning
as strong as iron

as artistic as da Vinci
as brave as a tiger
as loyal as a king
as smooth as cider

as thoughtful as Jesus
as forgiving as God
as hyperactive as a monkey
as curious as the odds

as soft as a pillow
as thin as a needle
as fateful as a bird
as fast as a weasel

Simile Poem

By Jade Hansen, 9yrs and Taia Jurgens, 9yrs

the writer of this poem 
Is as funny as a clown
as happy as the sun
as busy as the whole town

as small as an ant
as clever as the internet
as strong as weights
as silly as a pet

as messy as a hamster
as fat as a ball
as boring as school
as long as a hall

as cute as Justin Bieber
as good as a singer
as hot as the sun
as bony as a finger

during creative Writing this term the year 4s have been looking at simile poetry and how they make our writing full of excitement. 
Here are some of the children’s own simile poems that they wrote to describe themselves.

Simile Poem

By sonja Hanekom, 10yrs

the writer of this poem
Is the tallest in the class
as fun as can be
as transparent as glass

as musical as a piano
as clean as a tooth
as funny as a bunny
as adventurous as the ‘Phantom 
tollbooth.’

as chatty as a chatter box.
as fit as a fiddle
as clever as can be
as the writer of do diddle diddle

as shiny as the stars
as yummy as spaghetti
as a dog that’s not a hog
as thin as confetti.

Simile Poem By raphael Voyiatsis, 9yrs and lizeka 
cengimbo, 9yrs
the writer of this poem
Is as funny as a clown
as neat as a house
as handsome as a whole town

as bold as a board
as sharp as a sword
as strong as a by-beast
as tricky as a board

as happy as a birthday boy
as quick as a ninja
as loveable as moshi-monsters
as fine as John ceena

as huggable as a teddy
as sweet as candy
as cheeky as a girl
my BFF mandy
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By emma swanepoel 

Every child believes that her/his 
parent is the best in the world; 
however, not all of them actually 
compete internationally.

For two little girls in BIS, yannah (4) 
and maya Figl (8) it is true by anybody’s 
standards. their mom, Karina is one of the 
best Stand up Paddle Surfers (a revived 
Hawaiian surfing tradition) in the world 
and has recently competed; where she 
represented austria, in the first ever World 
championship in Peru.

an acclaimed star like Karina Figl deserves 
a proper introduction. originally austrian, 
this German speaking lady was born in 
Paris, and as a family they lived in munich, 
Hamburg, Switzerland and Vienna. Her 
interesting early life sparked a passion for 
travel and so she spent most of her twenties 
working and traveling the globe. one of her 
trips brought her to cape town, and that was 
where her love of our country was ignited. 
However; it was only years later, after meeting 
her South african husband in Hamburg that 
they settled here. 

three years ago, Karina started Stand 
uP Paddle Surfing. “SuP Surfing reminds 

one of The World’s Best: Karina Figl 

me of my childhood, playing a game on 
a windsurfer, it’s fun and it makes me feel 
alive,” says Karina. this feeling has driven 
her to share this passion with others. apart 
from her love of the sea/ kite-surfing, wind-
surfing and sailing, she also has a desire to 
help people. Karina and her friend michelle 
Fourie, teamed up and formed SuPsisters, 
a Stand uP Paddle (SuP) initiative that aims 

to introduce girls and women to the sport, 
to have fun and most importantly to support 
local children who have been orphaned, 
through the funds raised by SuPsisters.

this caring and compassionate mother 
is an inspiration to us all. enthusiasm, 
dedication and a zest for life are the 
elements that define her.

to attend and they were able to raise over 
$1,000.00 for the Pto due to their very 
generous efforts and big hearts. It was so 
great that the Boca Prep community was 
able to come together with parents and staff 
of the school to socialize and enjoy the boat 
parade from such an amazing location.

 thanks also to ms. lauren Ziffer who 
graciously volunteered her home for the 
event. thank you to all that attended and 
help make this event happen. thanks again 
ladies, you are greatly appreciated. 

Pto - First annual Boat Parade
By dori mirkow, Pto President
each year, during the Winter 

Holiday season, Fort lauderdale 
hosts a holiday boat parade through 
the canals of the city.  The PTo hosted 
a fundraiser party to watch the 
parade. 

 the Pto would like to express the 
most sincere gratitude and appreciation 
to marjorie Wessel, Kim mareira, missy 
oppenheimer and christine richer for 
their dedication, hard work and supreme 
effort in organizing the Pto Boat Parade 
Party which was a huge success.

 these four women worked tirelessly 
to make this event absolutely incredible 

BloUBErG InTErnATIonAl SCHool

BoCA PrEP InTErnATIonAl SCHool

Boca Prep parents from the left:  mr and mrs taylor, ms 
richer, and ms  Brant all socializing at the Boat Parade 
fund raiser.
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By Mrs Banfield, Year six Teacher 

We are very lucky to have some talented 
and supportive parents at our school 
and this year one of our grandparents, 
Mr Shannon has been helping to put 
chess on the map at our school. 

mr Shannon, who started an Infant and 
Junior after school chess club two years ago, 
decided that his Junior chess stars were 
good enough to attempt a chess tournament 
against oakham school.

despite the daunting prospect of taking 
on an oakham team who were all in year 7 
and 8, the chess team performed really well. 
It was a close run tournament, with oakham’s 
additional years of experience helping them 
to an overall win by just three games. 

Mr Shannon – Chess King

THE GrAnTHAM PrEPArATory SCHool

madison Broekhuysen enjoying some time with her 
Grandmothers

By Mrs Yolandi eksteen, eC2 Teacher 

on Tuesday 27th September 2011 
we invited our grandparents into 
EC1 and EC2. It was so special to 
have them with us. the grannies read 
stories with us, we painted pictures 
together and we proudly shared our 
portfolios with them. We value our 
grandparents!  

celebrating
Grandparent’s day

ST JoHn’S InTErnATIonAl SCHool

By Louise Mayor 

In october some of the PTFA mums 
got together for a Puddings and 
Pies morning.  

We drank coffee, ate cakes, chatted and …
made over 28lbs of christmas pudding 
mix and mince pie filling for sale at the 
christmas Fayre.

although there were a few technical 
hitches with the quantities and the list of 
ingredients, like the carrots being left in 
carolyn’s fridge and the eggs being left 

in the chickens, daniel and max mayor’s 
grandparents came to the rescue by not 
only going to the shops to buy the missing 
ingredients, but also by donating them 
to the cause.  

thanks also to everyone who helped out 
and who gamely volunteered to take the 
puddings home to cook them. We have also 
employed the services of a chief taste tester 
and I am happy to report that he is still 
alive at present.

Puddings and pies

For a first tournament, all of the team 
played well, Grace (year 4) won all three 
of the games she played, whilst richard, 
Benjamin, James and Henry (from year 6) 
all won challenging games against their 
opponents. 

Both school teams really enjoyed the 
encounter and oakham have invited us to 
a return away match at oakham. 

now that the chess team has got off to 
such a great start we hope to arrange further 
tournaments with other schools in the future. 

thank you to mr Shannon and his chess 
team for all your hard work in putting the 
tGPS on the school chess tournament map.

InTErnATIonAl SCHool 
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By Ivana Cvetkovic, seK mother / seK teacher 

I am an ordinary mother. 
thirteen years ago I looked for a 

preschool for my daughter. It had to be 
a good, prestigious, student-friendly 
but strict enough, international, etc., 
place where she could be happy and 
learn a lot. don’t we all look for a school 
like that? my choice was SeK Quito 
International School. 

my daughter liked the school, and it is 
incredible how everything in our life was 
measured by SeK. She learned to read 
and write in SeK. Her best friend ‘Friends 
Forever’ was from SeK. She performed 
in SeK Festivals. When she was sick, 
she couldn’t go to SeK. after summer 
she was coming back to SeK. I was SeK 
mother, we were SeK family. 

and then six years ago our life 
changed completely. We had to move 
from Quito to Budapest. among endless 
new and unknown things, only one was 
familiar to both of us – that was SeK. 
So, the story continued. my daughter 
learned Hungarian at SeK. She went to 
her first InterSeK. She represented SeK at 
competitions. She will, very soon, 
or too soon for a mother, graduate 
from SeK.     

I had the privilege of sharing SeK 
experience with my daughter for many 
years, and I am proud of what she has 
become. I am proud as any ordinary 
mother would be, but I am also proud as 
a teacher, because I am an SeK teacher. 

our years 
in SEK

The GCSE and A level Citizenship 
groups were visited by nick Marlow, 
parent of two Prep School children.  mr 
marlow has been involved in the Special 
constabulary for over 16 years and has 
achieved the rank of Superintendent. He 
involved the students in Q&a sessions and 
made them aware of the work of the uK’s 
part-time police force.the session took on a 
practical aspect when members of the class, 
and the teacher, were handcuffed!!!

Parents’ word  
is the law!

SEK BUDAPEST 
InTErnATIonAl SCHoolHoly TrInITy InTErnATIonAl SCHool
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In its 32nd year, about 37,500 
amateur athletes, fun runners and elite 
sportsmen and women ran the Virgin 
london Marathon.  Prince Harry, who 
had earlier met volunteers at the event, 
was also at the finishing line on The 
Mall to congratulate runners.

the parent of one of St John’s year 9 
students, naomi Garrick, is hoping the 
publicity from her Guinness World record-
breaking time can help her raise money for 
the Buturi Project in tanzania.  the 43-year-
old teacher has since been on the BBc and 
ItV’s this morning since smashing the time 
for a marathon in a wedding dress by half 
an hour.

naomi said: “I saw the record was 4hrs 
11mins, and I had run 3hrs 48mins twice 
before, so I thought it was possible.”  She 
had some stiff competition, with several 
other women all competing in their bridal-
wear, but she was the first to cross the line, 
overtaking a rival runner with just five miles 
left to go.  She said: “I knew it would be 
hard, she went out in front of me, and she 
was 13 years younger, but I caught her up 
and thought I’d just go for it.”

as she reached the finish line at the end of 
the gruelling 26 mile race, the tannoy played 
‘Here comes the Bride’ to accompany her 
record-breaking time of 3hrs 41mins.

naomi described the scene after she 
completed the marathon: “It was amazing.  
all the cameras were there, all they wanted 
to do was interview me.  “I said ‘can I just 
have some water first please’!”

Since the race she has garnered plenty of 
publicity as well as a place in the Guinness 
World records, and hopes she can attract 
more funds to help ship tables, chairs and 
other resources over to a new school being 
built in Buturi. 

record breaking 
london Marathon run
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By shawn Brown MYP/DP Mathematics

Games and Math go really well 
together. math really can be fun if some 
of its principles are taught through games. 
We see this in quite a number of free 
and commercial video games that teach 
math concepts, typically through solving 
arithmetic problems. 

Games require a variety of problem-
solving skills, such as making and testing 
hypotheses, creating strategies (thinking 
and planning ahead), and organizing 
information. as students play, they further 
their development of hand-eye coordination, 
concentration levels, visual discrimination, 
memory, and their ability to communicate 
and use mathematical language. 

connect Four (four in a line) is a two-player 
game. to win, you must get four of your 
counters in a straight line: horizontally, 
vertically or on a diagonal manner. It is a 
game that truly requires problem solving 
and involves thinking ahead, planning, 
being systematic in order to determine the 
outcomes of certain moves. these are the 
attributes of a mathematical thinker and the 
use of this game helps to dispel the notion 
that math is based on memory. connect Four 
moves can't be memorized, weakness in 
math often stems from an over emphasis on 
memory skills instead of thinking skills.  

I have been using a computerized version 
of this game in my classes since november 
last year and since that time I have noticed 
a greater level of motivation in the students 
and a willingness to think ahead and even 
accept overall challenges in this subject.

Benefits of Using Connect Four in the 
Classroom
the use of this game can provide an 
atmosphere where children are 
encouraged to:
•	 share	their	ideas	with	others	–	think,	

discuss, and explain
•	 be	alert,	interested,	curious,	and	

challenged
•	 come	up	with	interesting	ideas,	problems,	

and questions
•	 have	confidence	in	their	abilities	to	figure	

out things for themselves
•	 speak	their	minds	with	confidence
•	 work	cooperatively
•	 give	and	take	praise	and	criticism
•	 instruct	others
•	 accept	success	and	failure	in	the	presence	

of peers and adults
•	 develop	initiative,	interest,	curiosity,	

resourcefulness, independence, and 
responsibility.

teaching methods that stress rote 
memorization of basic number facts or 
algorithmic procedures are usually boring 
and do not require learners to participate 
actively in thought, reflection, and their own 
learning.

research has demonstrated that students 
learn more if they are actively engaged with 
the math they are studying.  constance 
Kamii, a world renowned expert on how 
children learn math, puts it this way, 
“children who are mentally active develop 
faster than those who are passive.”

I recently had the opportunity to work with 
students from the IeS exchange program in 
ecuador and even though we spoke different 
languages it was obvious that our love for the 
game transcends all communication barriers 
and some of the students came by daily to 
show their progress and have us battle our 
wits. this was captured in a youtube video 
which can be accessed using this link.
http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=S2b18X2a46o

overcoming Math Phobia 
through Connect Four

SEK BUDAPEST 
InTErnATIonAl SCHool

During the 8th and the 9th of 
March our computer teacher Dr 
Beáta Jarosievitz spent her time 
in Florence, Italy at the ‘new 
Perspective in Science Education’ 
conference. the conference was 
attended by representatives from more 
than thirty countries and centred on 
promoting transnational cooperation 
and sharing good practice in the field 
of innovation for Science education. dr 
Jarosievitz held a successful lecture on 
“Ict in Physics teaching for Secondary 
Schools and colleges” based on her 
experience as a practising teacher at 
SeK Budapest International School.

dr Jarosievitz stated that during 
her research work she “…studied 
the students’ attitude and motivation 
toward physics and It skills. as a result, 
it has become clear that science classes 
should be made more colourful and 
interesting, if we want to let our students 
leave the secondary school with an 
adequate level of applicable knowledge 
and skills in physics, chemistry and other 
natural sciences”.

It is the work of teachers like dr 
Jarosievitz that helps students become 
more and more engaged in learning, 
in taking advantage of technology 
available to them.

  all of us look forward to new learning 
experiences now that dr Jarosievitz is 
back at our school. 

Science 
education
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Mrs Fraser, Year Three Teacher and spellodrome 

Coordinator.

Following the success of the amazing 
interactive Maths program, Mathletics, 
last year, we decided this year to trial 
the interactive Spelling sister product, 
Spellodrome. 

Spellodrome is an english Spelling 
program that encourages children to 
independently study spelling rules and to 
challenge the computer to a spelling test.

as the children play against the computer, 
or complete the different tasks and activities 
on the website, the computer records 
all attempts and incorrect spellings the 
children make. It then builds up a list of 
misconceptions for the children to study and 
for the teachers to access in order to build 
spelling lists and to observe how well the 
children are learning a rule. 

teachers can either upload their weekly 
spelling list for the children to use in their 
online games and activities or can use 
the rule and spelling lists provided by the 
Spellodrome program, at various levels from 
rookie to master (reception to GcSe).

We have found that the differentiated 
program with its interactive activities and 
games has really helped to build our pupils’ 
confidence and understanding of different 

spelling rules. Since trialling the program 
from the beginning of november, we have 
seen a rise in pupils’ spelling ages and an 
increase in their rule awareness.

easily accessible from the pupils’ 
mathletics account, the pupils do not need 
to remember additional passwords and 
simply use a tab at the top of the page to 
flip between mathletics and Spellodrome. 
they earn points, just like with the mathletics 
program and can earn certificates in the same 
way as in mathletics.

this has certainly been another 
inspirational program that is easy to use, for 

both pupils and teachers. like the mathletics 
program, it is easy to monitor by the teachers 
and provides a considerable amount of data 
for assessment purposes. children can even 
be tested online and the results recorded and 
saved in the computer’s database for future 
reference. this has really helped as it allows 
results to be easily passed on to the student’s 
next teacher and provides assistance in 
arranging future work and spelling tests.

after what has been just a short trial, the 
teaching staff are already giving the program 
full marks, and the children have been really 
enthusiastic about the program too.

Successful Spelling

InTErnATIonAl SCHool oF HoUT BAy

By Thomas Kingwell

The year 5K class, at the International 
School of Hout Bay were given the 
task of preparing an information pack 
about an African Country chosen from 
a hat. they were to imagine they were part 
of a research team providing information 
for families needing to immigrate to africa. 
they also had to present their projects 
to the class as well as find a traditional 
recipe from their country and prepare it 
for a food fair.

 the food fair and presentation took 
place on thursday the 8th of march and 
we invited the year 5 parents to sample 

the flavours of africa. the students put an 
incredible amount of time and energy into 
decorating their “stalls” and the classroom 
was transformed into a bustling market place 
full of rainbow colours and the mouth-
watering fragrances of the dishes.

the parents moved from table to table and 
commented on the fantastic food and the 
effort that the students had put into making it 
a memorable experience. there were even a 
few requests to put together a recipe book! 

 once the classroom had been returned 
to its original state (well, mostly) it was time 
for the students to present their projects to 
the class and parents. It was a great learning 

African Food Fair
experience as the students had to display 
their knowledge of their topic as well 
as the concepts dealt with. It was very 
evident that most students had prepared 
thoroughly for their presentations, and 
many were extremely comprehensive. 

 on the whole the project was a 
great success and has provided an 
excellent platform for the assessment of 
future learning as well as given us much 
to reflect on. I look forward to seeing the 
growth of each student in their next task of 
this nature and believe they are on the path 
to producing superb exhibitions at the 
end of year 6.

Research & Knowledge

Holy TrInITy InTErnATIonAl SCHool

HTIS students soak up the mysteries 
of the Universe and gravitational 
waves HTIS physics students travelled 
to Birmingham University’s School of 
Physics and Astronomy with the unique 
opportunity of meeting Dr Andreas 
Freise and his young research group 
involved in a new branch of physics 
that is now being used to unravel the 
mysteries of our Universe. dr Freise’s 
team are part of the group currently 
developing the most sensitive gravitational 
wave observatory in the world. taking 

l to r: Students utilise what they’ve learnt in class with the 
Head of Physics, mrs Judith mackie-Smith pictured centre.

year 5 & 6 pupils waiting for the eggs to make
their pancakes!

InTErnATIonAl SCHool oF HoUT BAy

Each year, a number of classes enter 
in a national competition, the Eskom 
Science Expo. at International School of 
Hout Bay, 3 classes are entered in each level 
of the competition. 

Before we can send students to the expo, 
an internal Science Fair is held at the school, 
where each student competes against  
their class. 

Students have to research an idea of 
their own choosing, using the Scientific 
method, and have to solve a problem that 
they identify. the ideas can range from 
scientific problems to technology and the 
environment. as the students must identify 
their own problem and come up with a 
solution, the projects vary in design 
and creativity. 

the quality on display is always impressive, 
ranging from psychological studies to 
experiments with fuel efficiency and new 
technology of turning rubbish into energy. 
Students who excel in this round are 
invited to take part in the eskom Science 
expo, which is the second of three rounds, 
culminating in a national expo, which is held 
in Pretoria. 

Harvest celebration

Science Expo 2011

BoCA PrEP InTErnATIonAl SCHool

By Caron Lindquist, Pre-K3 teacher

The Pre-K3 class of Boca Prep has been 
immersed in their third PyP Unit of 
Inquiry: “Fur, Feathers, Skin or Scales.” 

PyP in the Pre-Kindergarten

mads thorberg, Pre-K4 student meets face to face with 
a baby giraffe.

to enhance the learning experience we 
visited lion country Safari for a firsthand 
look at animal coverings. the children were 
exposed to a variety of animal species and 
took part in an interactive presentation on 
animal body coverings. 

lion country Safari offers the opportunity 
for the students to get up close and 
personal with many of the animals, some 
of which include, a skink, a goat, an owl, 
tortoises, monkeys, macaw, flamingos, lions, 
zebras and giraffes. the children enjoyed 
the experience and have a much better 
understanding of our unit of Inquiry.

Science at 
Holy Trinity

part in lectures and experiencing physics 
simulations and hand-on experiments, 
as well as enjoying a personal tour of the 
university’s laboratories, the students 
enjoyed a most unique and exciting 
educational experience.

Senior school pupils and parents 
were treated to a very entertaining 
Harvest Festival assembly by all 
the Prep pupils. It was an excellent 
performance of speaking, acting and 
singing. the confidence shown by 
the pupils was outstanding and it was 
a delight to see such talented pupils 
singing solo, in small groups and in a 
larger choir. although the audience 
appreciated the humour, the important 
message of celebrating the food grown 
on land and giving some of it to those 
in need was clearly demonstrated. 
all the food was donated to a local 
community project.

as part of our harvest programme, 
pupils are investigating different 
communities around the world. one 
group looked at the amish community 
and visited a farm to get a feel of a rural 
way of life. the pupils’ spirits were not 
dampened by the deteriorating weather 
and they were informed about crop 
production, self-sufficiency and feeding 
of animals. the afternoon was rounded 
off with delicious pancakes – made from 
eggs collected that afternoon. 

Holy TrInITy 
InTErnATIonAl SCHool
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 learning is always fun when there 
are sweets involved and this was the 
case when the yr 6s inquired into 
the concept of biodiversity and alien 
invasion. the Smarties represented the 
species in a healthy river system. mints, 
corn nuts and raisins represented alien 
species. the children were given a variety 
of scenarios where alien species invaded 
the river, resulting in a loss of biodiversity. 
the children communicated well with 
each other in their groups and quickly 
grasped the concept. the best part was 
eating the sweets afterwards!!

Biodiversmarties!!
yr 6 Maths Inquiry yr 6 Data Handling 

Inquiry

InTErnATIonAl SCHool oF HoUT BAy

the yr 6 children carried out a maths inquiry 
to help them to understand the concept 
of place value with decimals. they used 
number cards and made as many numbers 
as they could, recording their results on a 
place value chart.

as part of their first unit of Inquiry ,yr 6 
needed to develop their data Handling 
skills. they carried out a survey with the 
Senior Primary children in an inquiry 
to establish; “How International is our 
school?”after gathering all the data they 
then transferred it into excel spreadsheets 
using a variety of graph types. In their 
summative assessment task the children 
collected data on how a variety of factors 
in different countries affect people’s 
lifestyles. they were then able to create 
their own graphs using their newly 
developed Ict skills.

ST JoHn’S InTErnATIonAl SCHool

This term in Science, with Mrs 
Chamberlain-Keen, year 4 have been 
looking at the topic of electricity and 
creating circuits.  as part of the PyP we 
linked our work with their inquiry about 
australia by creating Question and answer 
boards which lit up or buzzed when the 
correct answer was chosen.

year 4 then wanted to test the year 5 and 6 
students, to find out how much of their work 
on australia they had remembered from 
when they were in year 4.

they really enjoyed having the chance 
to test the older pupils and even had the 
pleasure of putting mrs Parry-davies through 
her paces when she happened to pop in to 
the Science lab to see what we were doing.

Q and A in year 4 Science

ST JoHn’S InTErnATIonAl SCHool
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By  Joe elsworth, Year 5

on Friday 19 January year 5 
experienced a day as a Victorian School 
Pupil. the dreaded day started with mr 
meriwether jumping in on us in the middle of 
assembly and rushing us downstairs to our 
seats to have the register taken and to sing 
the national anthem: God Save the Queen
 
God save our gracious Queen, 
long live our noble Queen, 
God save the Queen! 
Send her victorious, 
Happy and glorious, 
long to reign over us, 
God save the Queen! 

 
next, we prepared for our english lesson 
which was endlessly chanting out a  rhyme, 
and it went like this:

  
Good, better, best 
never let it rest 
til your good is better
and your better best

 
after a while, mr meriwether  continued on 
his quest to torture Form 5 by leading us on 
to a horrible maths lesson where this time 
we aimlessly chanted out our times tables. 
Suddenly, the bell went for play time where, 
in a Victorian school, the children would 
have done constant practice drills, so you 
would expect us to do constant drills and, 
guess what, we did. unfortunately it couldn’t 

last forever and so before we all knew it 
we were back in our small, cramped, little 
classroom, but this time we weren’t chanting 
out the rhyme or our times tables, we were 
writing out a poem called ‘daffodils’, but 
there was a small catch, we weren’t using 
chalk or ink pen like you’d expect we 
probably would. no, we had no choice but 
to use, you guessed it, quills and sloppy ink!!

now here comes the fun bit, we got to be, 
that’s right, teacHerS!! yes, after a while, 
even mr meriwether  got tired of being the 
teacher and so let us have a go, but with one 
catch as well, we weren’t allowed to actually 
hit children with the dreaded cane.  overall 
we all had a great day with mr meriwether 
and thoroughly enjoyed the experience, 
thanking mr Shorthouse for arranging it all.

BoCA PrEP 
InTErnATIonAl SCHool

By Liz Hutton MYP/DP science and 

DP Coordinator

on January 30, 2012 the entire 
MyP participated in a Science 
Fair. the focus of the day was Human 
Ingenuity: when humans encounter a 
problem or the unknown how do they 
respond? Some students carried out 
novel experiments while others created 
replicas of various scientific phenomena.  
Students were responsible for keeping 
a written log of their planning, creation 
and testing of their projects. the entire 
school community was invited to visit the 
Science Fair. Below you can see the Pre-K 
students marvelling at the submarine 
replica. the morning was spent visiting 
the project booths and the afternoon was 
spent listening to a presentation given by 
a myP 5 student about the importance 
of shark conversation to our ecosystem. 
the traditional 1st, 2nd and 3rd place 
awards were awarded in addition to 
peer-nominated awards. the categories 
included: most Ingenious, most creative 
and Best Presentation. the winners 
were: first place for middle school, Jared 
John; first place for high school, angela 
dahanous; second place for high school, 
Briely Pizzelanti; second place for middle 
school, andreina nett; third place for 
high school, mariani Weinstein; third 
place for middle school, aki yamasawa; 
Honourable mention, Jia russo; most 
Ingenious, Juan Guerrieri-maril; Best 
Presentation, Joshua Kay; and most 
creative, Juan Granados. overall, it was a 
very educational day where students took 
pride in themselves and their work!

the Boca Prep 
International 
School Science Fair

our pre-K3 students came to the science fair and the 
middle and high school students shared their projects 
with them. you can see their interested faces as they 
investigate one of the projects.

Victorian day
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By Missy Oppenheimer, Boca Prep Parent

Paul oppenheimer participates in the 
community Cub Scouts which is in the 
Boy Scouts organization.  Each year 
they hold a Pine Wood Derby in which 
the children participate by creating a 
car out of wood and racing the cars.  
Paul, a Boca Prep fourth grader, worked 
extremely hard to create and build a car as 
part of a derby challenge.  the car that Paul 
designed and built took first place in the 
Scouts' Pine Wood derby!  as the first place 
winner, he qualifies and will get to race his 
car in the regional competition. this is a 
great honor in the Boy Scouts’ organization 
and for Paul.

Paul oppenheimer takes 
home first place!

Paul oppenheimer Boca Prep Fourth Grader poses proudly 
with his first place trophy for winning the Scouts’ Pine Wood 
derby with a car he designed and built.

ST JoHn’S 
InTErnATIonAl SCHool

Talent at  
all ages
We are thrilled to have so many 
talented students at St John’s – in all 
age groups and in many different 
disciplines. Successful students this 
year include Issie Beech who won 
two silver and two bronze medals for 
swimming in the tiverton Gala.  Hannah 
Wright has been chosen for the u21 
bowls team for devon in the english 
championships. max Hancock has been 
selected for the devon cricket u10s 
squad.  Well done to all of them.

By Pumeza Tom,Year 6 student

During the school holidays, 
my Hip Hop team, called 
Break-out, obtained 
Western Province Colours 
by achieving 1st place. It 
was a lot of fun and we were 
very excited because we then 
travelled to Johannesburg on 
the 12th august to compete for 
Sa colours! From Sunday to 
tuesday we had to dance three 
times and my team won all the 
categories. It was very exhausting, but finally 
the last day of the tournament arrived and 
they announced us as the winners! We were 
all awarded medals and were pleasantly 
surprised to hear that we will be going 
to australia in october for the World 
Hip-Hop trials. 

on 14th of october I went to australia with 
my “Hip Hop” dance group.  our group 
was so excited because we had won the 
national championship and qualified for the 
international competition.  It took hours to 
get there by airplane and our bodies were 
sore after the long trip.

We arrived in Brisbane via Singapore and 
transferred for tour hotel, the meriton.

the next day we practised 
for 30minutes at the Hip hop 
dance studio that we were 
using for rehearsals.  We also 
visited Water World where we 
had time to relax.  the water 
rides were really scary to go on.

on the 17th we practised 
again  and watched the teams 
do aerobics.  thereafter we 
went to the mall and shopped.  
We also had time at our hotel 
to play games and swim.

 It was a lot of fun.
Friday the 21st arrived.  It was the day of 

the competition.  We were all so nervous 
but then once on stage all went well and 
afterwards they announced that we had 
achieved 4th place.  the people there loved 
us and they even asked me for a hug and 
a picture.

We also watched the other teams and later 
did a walk ride that represents South africa.  
everyone loved our walk ride.  the following 
day, we went to movie world and went to 
rides that are based on themes of movies. 
We had lots of fun there. We had a great time 
in australia and enjoyed the competition 
very much.

Hip Hop champion
InTErnATIonAl SCHool oF HElDErBErG

Hip Hop champion, Phumeza tom

HannaH WrIGHt

ISSIe BeecH

maX HancocK
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By Cindy Hagaman, Fourth Grade Teacher

We are the fourth grade students of 
Boca Prep International School.  We are 
British, latino, Hispanic, african american, 
Indian, lebanese, and american.  We have 
a very open-minded and caring classroom 
environment with a good understanding 
of each individual's global representation. 
We have inquired upon Geography and 
Geology, the civil War, the regions of 
the united States, and our own "Sunshine 
State" of Florida.  the fourth grade visits 
many places within our community.   We 
were passengers on amphibious car "duck 
tours" through the South Florida Intracoastal 
waters, enjoyed latin music and dancers in 
a miami theater, observed the culture of the 

Experiences 
of the Fourth 
Grade

BloUBErG InTErnATIonAl SCHool

By Katy Wiltshire and elaine Trewartha

Joël was an early reader, becoming 
fluent in year one, and eagerly read 
his way through everything that 
he was offered. His mum and dad are 
great supporters of his reading, and of 
Blouberg International as well, and made a 
generous donation of r1000 to the school 
for the purchase of books at Joël’s reading 
level. this went a long way to enriching 
Joël’s class library, as we were able to buy 
a wide range of books including fiction 
and non-fiction, as can be seen in the 
books depicted here. once the books 
were bought Joël took them home for the 
holidays and then returned them to the 
school where they are now ensconced in 
the year 3 class library, with stickers proudly 
proclaiming the names of their donors.

Parents really can do so much to enrich 
the school experience not only of their 
own but of all the children in the school 
community. the cheung family are actively 
involved in christian mission work and 

truly “by their fruits”  we know them. thank 
you so much, mr and mrs cheung, for 
your great generosity. your spirit of giving 
is an example to us all. 

exciting reading opportunities await 
many thanks to Joël cheung’s enthusiasm 
for reading!

thank you to the cheung family who 
have made a very generous donation 
of r1000 worth of books to Blouberg 
International School.

Joël cheung, delighted with the many reading 
adventures which await him!

South Florida Fair and yesteryear in West 
Palm Beach, inquired at multiple libraries in 
the area, and attended the play "the Wizard 
of oz" in Fort lauderdale, Florida.  We feel 
so fortunate to be able to represent this 
multicultural international school with such a 

vast and breath-taking campus.  We are Boca 
Prep International School!

caption:  a group photo of the Boca Prep 
Fourth Grade, the children are sitting and 
enjoying some water after competing in a 
House competition.

THE GrAnTHAM 
PrEPArATory SCHool

By sarah Wightman, P.e. Department

At the end of the 2011 Summer term, 
The Grantham Preparatory School U11 
rounders team once again reached 
the finals of the  national competition, 
which took place on the last day of term 
at Stafford Grammar School. What a 
result! this time the team went one better 
than the 2010 team, who were runners up 
and brought the title home in fine style. this 
was a truly huge result for a school of our size 
and thoroughly deserved. congratulations 
to all those who were involved in the training 
and supporting.

rounders 
champions

The Cheung Family

Students
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By Christopher southwick, 8th grade Tutor

What motivates you to get out of bed 
every day? For siblings connor and tonya 
nicol, it’s tennis. connor is in the 11th grade 
IB at SeK Budapest and his sister is in the 8th 
grade. Since they were 6 and 7 years old 
respectively, they have been training with 
professional coaches from around the world.

though they both were interested in other 
sports, tennis has always had a special glow 
in their eyes. “It's a sport where it's only you 
and your opponent,” says conner.  “many 
would even argue that it's just you since the 

opponent can't come to your side of the 
court. tennis is almost a completely mental 
sport. In the average 90-minute match, you 
really only play about 14 minutes of actual 
tennis. the rest is all in your head.”

after having trained in Hawaii and Spain, 
they moved to Budapest, Hungary to train 
with specific coaches. a typical weekday 
includes tennis practice for two hours in 
the morning before school and two hours 
after school. conditioning begins around 
5pm. then they go home, study, sleep, and 
repeat the cycle the next day. Weekdays are 

tennis and textbooks

InTErnATIonAl SCHool oF HElDErBErG

By Mrs Barbara Muscat, Music Teacher

We are very proud of the 
achievement of the talented 
pupils who took part in this year’s 
Helderberg Music Eisteddfod. the 
students were enrolled in 3 categories:

Music 
Eisteddfod

•  Piano Solo: 
Samantha (cum laude), lorelei, chelsea, 
Grace (Gold), Jared, chelsea (Silver Plus), 
Bradley, aiden (Bronze)

•	 Piano Duets: 
Johannes and min Seok (cum laude), 
Salmah and lea, Stuart and nashita 
(silver Plus)

•		Music Entertainment: 
Francis (Gold Plus) 

Well done to all of you!

usually busy with tournaments. It’s a rigorous 
schedule. In fact, they’re so serious about 
tennis that SeK Budapest has created a 
tailored schedule that would accommodate 
their athletic demands while providing the 
academic rigor akin to the IeS educational 
model. 

When asked what the hardest thing 
is about taking tennis seriously, tonya 
answered, “I have less time to spend with 
my family and friends, less vacation, and we 
move around a lot.”

despite the challenges, tonya aspires 
to be the best woman tennis player in the 
world. “you really, really have to want it,” she 
exclaims. conner wants to win the uS open. 
What does that require? “you need mental 
toughness,” he says.  “a player needs a cool 
head, and a calm disposition no matter what 
happens on the court. I try to keep myself 
relaxed before every match but as soon as 
I’m on the court, I play my heart out.”

they’ve won several trophies from 
tournaments held in maui, Barcelona, and 
Budapest.  aside from tennis, connor and 
tonya strive to achieve academic success 
and after high school graduation, they 
plan on studying at an institution of higher 
education. they both speak english, russian, 
Spanish, and some Filipino.
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By Jorita Ackermann, BIs Maths Department

on  26 and 27 September 2011, 
Mathletics South Africa held a 
Challenge in which Blouberg 
International’s 
year 3 – year 9 students competed. 

the challenge, which is free to all learners 
from grade r to grade 12, enables anybody 
to take part in real time maths challenges 
powered by the mathletics platform. the 
students have the opportunity to test their 

best mental arithmetic skills against other 
students from around South africa.

the competition is very popular 
as it encourages students of all ages, 
backgrounds and abilities to have a go at 
maths in a fun, interactive and accessible 
way and at a level which is suited to their 
varying ability levels. 

a total of 35 000 South african students 
participated in the challenge, out of the 
230 schools and 1600 classes and we are 
very proud to announce that Blouberg 
International School ranked 30th. 
We are very proud of all our participants. 
an astounding Well done to them all!

InTErnATIonAl SCHool oF HoUT BAy

By Julie sanders on behalf of the IsHB 

Bursary Committee

The Hout Bay community is a 
diverse one with wealth and 
poverty literally on opposite 
sides of the street. this places the 
International School in Hout Bay, 
cape town  in a unique context. 
recognising the need to open 
the doors of opportunity to an 
international education to those who could 
not otherwise afford one, and to have a more 
diverse student community, our school has 
established a bursary programme. 

the scheme has grown since inception in 
2008 to the point where we now support 
seven children, four in the primary school 
and three in the high school. two of these 
children will complete the IB diploma 
this year, a fantastic achievement when 
considering the daily challenges these 
children and families face.

each family has a mentor (usually a parent 
of a child in the same year group) who liaises 
with them on a regular basis in order that 
integration runs smoothly and also to ensure 
that any issues or concerns from either side 
can be resolved quickly and sensitively.  this 
is often very practical support - for example 
ensuring that the child is able to get to a 
birthday party and offering lifts.

the selection process is a rigorous one, 
involving both a school readiness and 
academic assessment in addition to an 
interview with the family to determine the 
level of parental involvement.

the Bursary families are asked to contribute 
a nominal amount towards the school 
fees; this is in order that they feel a sense of 
ownership and responsibility towards their 
child's education. 

the Bursary committee is made up of 
parents at the school and runs a number 
of fundraising activities. the committee 
disburses these funds and ensures that the 
children have everything they need for school 
both inside and outside the classroom. many 
receive additional learning support, funded 
by the programme. the committee assists 
with the costs of uniform and stationery, 
although sometimes a sponsor can be 
found to support the student in these areas. 
this financial support contributes towards 
the cost of some of the extra-curricular 
activities. the Bursary committee has 
registered the programme as a non-profit 
organisation, cHelo. this gives donations 
to the programme a tax status that makes it 
attractive for potential donors.

We are especially proud of the fact that 
one of our bursary students, lifa mongwe, is 
Head Student this year, and was elected to 
the post by his peers. In year 1 nikita africa is 
proving to be a talented athlete, while lucia 
du Plessis (IB diploma 2) is an exceptional 
singer and actress.

the success of the programme is largely 
due to the dedication and commitment 
of the staff and parents on the Bursary 
committee but also due to the support and 
encouragement of IeS.

chelo – children of Hout Bay 
education and learning 
opportunities

lifa mongwe (Head of School), lucia du Plessis, ansha-lee maarman

ST JoHn’S 
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By Jorge Vives, Year 9 

My name is Jorge Vives and I’m a 
14 year old skateboarder.  I have 
spent my whole life doing and practising 
skateboarding.

I won my first competition in Spain 
when I was just 11 and have been 
sponsored by four different clothing 
and equipment shops at any one time.  
Skateboarding is something I enjoy a 
great deal.  Here in Sidmouth I haven’t 
been able to practice a great deal, but 
I'm waiting for the first competition to 
take place so I can win it and show all 
the teachers why I should have a sports 
scholarship!

Skateboarding
Scholar

South African
Maths Challenge

Students
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By Jennifer Baker, Director of Admissions

When I met Joshua Jackson over the 
summer I knew he was something 
special.  His manners, self-confidence and 
humility made him stand out from other 
middle school students I have interviewed in 
the past.  I knew he would be an asset to our 
school and a student Boca Prep would be 
proud to call our own.

In october 2011, Josh was asked to travel 
to madrid, Spain and represent the united 
States in an international youth soccer 
competition called the danone nations 
World cup.  His family was initially reluctant 
for him to miss school days, “we struggled 
with the decision to have Joshua miss several 
days of school but recognize the opportunity 
this event offers for him, to represent his 
country on an international stage as a once 
in a lifetime opportunity”  said Jami Ketchup, 
Josh’s mother, to the school.

as his upcoming tournament approached, 
the local news became interested in Josh 
and decided to pick up the story.  on Friday 
october 7, news channel 5 arrived on Boca 
Prep’s campus.  the reporter spoke with 
Josh and filmed a practice of our new soccer 
academy.  this local exposure showed the 
community what an outstanding student 
we have and also what our soccer academy 

is doing for students interested in pursuing 
soccer at a higher level.

Josh left for overseas and his mother 
accompanied him and relayed to us his 
experience. “today was the culmination 
of an awesome experience for Joshua 
and the entire uSa team. In front a sold-
out crowd of 82,000 spectators at real 
madrid’s Santiago Bernabeu Stadium, 
uSa beat Switzerland 1-0. the solo goal 
was a jumping header into the corner of 
the net by Joshua. It was an unforgettable 
moment! Watching his expression 
and the joy of the team washed away 
their disappointment of not making the 
finals. (Brazil won the 
championship.)  the level 
of soccer we witnessed was 
unbelievable and hopefully 
will motivate the players 
to keep working hard and 
continue to develop their 
skills.”

We at Boca Prep are very 
proud of Josh and are happy 
to have supported him in 
this lifetime experience.  
the united States was 
1 of 40 countries in the 
competition and Josh was 1 

of 14 students selected to participate on the 
uS team.  We look forward to what the future 
holds for this outstanding student.

Joshua Jackson, representing 
the USA at the Danone 
nations World Cup

Joshua Jackson being interviewed by Jason Pugh from 
the channel 5 news team on Boca Prep’s soccer field.

the uS danone nations cup team, Joshua Jackson, grade 7 
represented the uS and the Boca Prep soccer academy.

BloUBErG InTErnATIonAl SCHool

By Melony Fischer

Jamie Fischer represented South 
Africa in a figure skating competition 
held in Paris, France between the 
28th April and the 1st of May. the 
competition named the rooster cup, 
included the top figure skaters from 
22 different countries around the world. 

Skating Star 
Jamie had a brilliant skate and was placed 
37th in the world in her age category. 

We are very proud of Jamie and her 
accomplishments, as the competition 
gave her excellent exposure to the level 
of international competition, which many 
aspiring skaters never get to experience.
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By Joseph Kiss-Illés, History Teacher

Angela Milne-Kiss teaches English to 
both the lower grades and at the IB level 
at SEK Budapest International School.  
angela was born in ottawa, canada.  after 
graduating high school, she attended 
the university of ottawa, simultaneously 
beginning a career in the army.  It was while 
in the army that she discovered her passion 
for teaching.  as the instructor of a leadership 
course she found that not only did it come 
naturally, but she truly loved sharing her 
knowledge. She first found herself working 
for the united nations in cyprus, where she 
met her husband, roland, with whom she 
came to Hungary. She has been teaching 
english at SeK for four years now. 

angela is very dedicated to passing along 
the rewards of community service to the 
students at SeK.  one of the first differences 
she noticed about schooling in Budapest 
from that in canada was the dedication 
to community service. It is inherently 
understood that through reaching out to the 
community, young people can learn a great 
deal about themselves and the joy of helping 
others.  She has gone about working to instill 
this value in SeK Budapest.  many challenges 
come along with this task, but they are far 
outweighed by the advantages.  one year 
ago she was made the caS coordinator and 
since then has further enhanced the volunteer 
program. 

one example is the annual book drive.  
during this event students bring books to 
school, which are then divided up between 
the school library and the children’s hospital, 
or any other institution in need. 

of course, some rewards are sweeter than 
others.  this year, a jar of candy was given 
to the student who guessed how many 
goodies (326) it contained.  each student 
who donated a book was allowed to submit 
one guess, but they all shared the candies. 
In the end community service is a reward for 
everybody.

The Sweet rewards of 
Community Service

By esther Fraser, Class Three Teacher

Mr Monaghan is one of Grantham Prep’s 
peripatetic music teachers. He teaches 
drums and guitar and believes that the 
key to success is “to look good”. He is 
an inspiration to our junior children and his 
lessons are always oversubscribed by willing 
rock students. He encourages his students 
to play together in assemblies and holds 
workshops and concerts in school. Some 
of these activities involve the children he 
teaches and others involve his own indie rock 
band “the Ghost of mr Fox.”

always striving for perfection with his 
students, mr monaghan encourages 

participation, practice and enjoyment, which 
is apparent when you observe his students 
performing.

this term, we were lucky enough to have 
“the Ghost of mr Fox” performing in school. 
the children were thrilled to see one of 
their teachers in a band and they were also 
excited to watch the band’s performance of 
a Bob marley classic, which was chosen by 
one of our pupils and will be performed on 
“youtube”. 

I am sure that mr  monaghan’s laid back, yet 
enthusiastic attitude, will continue to inspire 
our junior pupils for many years to come.

Mr Monaghan 
rocks

SEK BUDAPEST 
InTErnATIonAl SCHool

In the month of March our Physics 
teacher Katalin Antalné Csorba 
participated in a conference 
at the Faculty of Mechanical 
Engineering and Automation at 
Kecskemét College Hungary. The 
conference discussed the up-to-
date application of methodologies 
and facilities in connection 
with Information Technology, 
Mathematics and Physics at 
secondary school educational level.

In her lecture, Katalin presented the 
special teaching method applied at 
SeK Budapest International School. the 
event was an example of the increasing 
popularity of international education in 
Hungary, so the teaching experience at 
our school may provide a helpful model 
for other educational professionals in 
the field.   

teaching 
Physics

csorba Katalin
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By Marta Ferraris (student)

The new year meant new leaders in 
Boca Prep. a change has been made and 
mr daniel became the new headmaster of 
this small school, replacing mr. lindfield 
roberts who has now transferred to India to 
pursue his career after being here for 2 and 
a half years. the directors of  IeS and the last 
principal all agreed on having mr daniel as 
the new headmaster because he has been 
at this school over four years now. He has a 
great relationship with the staff and also with 
the students, and for the reason that he was 
needed in this situation, he happily agreed. 
changes sometimes can be negative or 
positive, but with him, they are mainly 
positive! the school has been working 
very well, and big changes weren’t actually 
necessary. But the school wants to become 
bigger and stronger, especially in the middle 
years program; it is looking for a full capacity, 

new Headmaster

mr Stan daniel, our new Head of School at Boca Prep

By Michele H Martin, LMHC 

Good day! as I wander the halls saying 
hello and stopping for a more in depth chat 
with students, parents and staff alike, I realize 
that there are still many more I have not had 
the opportunity to meet. I would like to take 
the time now to formally introduce myself. 
I have the distinct pleasure to be called 
the “school counselor” here at Boca Prep. 
However, my duties also encompass that of 
guidance, liaison, consultant and the more 
direct “troubleshooter.” Basically I am here to 
help all concerned and connected with Boca 
Prep to have as less stress, academically 
pleasing and socially accepted time here as 
possible. I am often found in classrooms, on 
the field and wherever is needed. I try to be 
as accessible as possible. 

I am a licensed mental health therapist in 
private practice in the greater community. I 
have been a special education teacher and 
administrator. I segued into counseling so 
that I might assist others on a broader scope. 
my areas of expertise have always revolved 
around children and the family unit within the 

academic base and as well as with situations 
that might arise from the home structure. 

I run a court-ordered, state-mandated 

4-hour parenting education program for 
those going through a divorce with minor 
children under the age of 18. I facilitate 
the PatcH program – Parents and their 
children’s Happiness. Have I mentioned that 
I love helping people? 

I am thrilled to be back in a school 
environment. I don’t think I could have 
found a better setting than Boca Prep. I 
look forward to continually chatting with 
those I know and to say hello to those I 
haven’t yet met. Please feel free to contact 
me at any time for issues that might arise 
within the school confines, or for more 
private, confidential matters outside of this 
establishment. In addition, I will be running a 
column in our newsletter to address a variety 
of issues that students and families alike are 
currently facing. 

Have a smiling day. 
Boca Prep is happy to have ms martin 

help serve our school and students in her 
administrative role.

Meet the Counselor at Boca Prep

Pictured is ms. michele martin, Boca Prep’s School counselor

meaning more students in middle school. 
But mr daniel is more than just a Principal 
to us; he has been a teacher and still is. He 
has been a helper for people that felt lost. 
He has a wonderful power to makes us 
feel equal and as important as everybody 
else, and even if he makes us equal, he 
makes us feel special at the same time. 
He has a shiny smile on his face everyday, 
and we can clearly see he is happy with 
what he does: coming to this school.even 
if he is busier, and his work is a little more 
stressful since he has to deal with bigger 
issues, he keeps teaching and yet he is 
a very happy headmaster. We are very 
proud to be his students, and even though 
he has left some classes to take care of 
other administrative matters, he is still our 
teacher, and will always be. 

BloUBErG InTErnATIonAl SCHool

By Fräulein Wakeford

one thing I truly appreciate about BIS, is 
the fact that our children understand the 
importance of communication and the ability 
to express oneself. BIS students are offered 
the chance to give their language skills a 
stretch. With our world rapidly changing 
into an intertwining entity, we are urged 
to communicate with different cultures. 
according to a survey conducted by cal 
(centre for applied linguistics) more than 
four-fifths of the world’s population does not 
speak english. I want to share some reasons 
for learning a foreign language with you:

Increasing global understanding
“a different language is a different vision of 
life” – Frederico Fellini, Italian film director

“ no culture can live, if it attempts to be 
exclusive” – m.K. Ghandi – Indian nationalist 
and spiritual leader

a student is offered the opportunity to step 
into the mind and context of other cultures.

Increasing the student’s native 
language ability
“ those who know nothing of foreign 
languages, knows nothing of their own.” – 
Johan Wolfgang von Goethe.

according to several research projects, 
the knowledge of a foreign language 
increases the student’s understanding of its 
own mother-tongue. this includes general 
linguistic abilities as well as specific language 
skills. most students studying a foreign 
language have better vocabulary skills in 
english, understand languages more and 
have improved literacy in general. Increased 
reading achievement in their mother-tongue 
language and enhanced listening and 
memory skills further correlate with extended 
foreign language learning.

To sharpen cognitive and life skills
“ We have strong evidence today that 
studying a foreign language has a ripple 
effect, helping to improve student 
performance in other subjects. - richard 
riley, uS Secretary of education under Bill 
clinton

learning a language involves a multitude of 
learning skills, which optimise the student’s 
ability to learn and function in a variety of 
other learning areas. 

research shows that students who have 
studied a foreign language achieve higher 
marks in art, maths and reading. these 
students further show greater cognitive 
development in mental flexibility, creativity 
and higher order thinking, which include 
problem-solving, conceptualising and 
reasoning.

over and above cognitive benefits, the 
study of foreign language guides the way 
to the acquisition of important life skills.  By 
studying different cultures, students are 
much better equipped to adapt and cope in 
a fast-changing world. this leads to tolerance 
of diverse lifestyles and customs.

To appreciate international literature, 
music and film
“the many great gardens of the world, of 
literature and poetry, of painting and music, 
of religion and architecture all make the point 
as clear as possible: the soul cannot thrive 
in the absence of a garden. If you don’t want 
paradise, you are not human, and if you are 
not human, you don’t have a soul” – thomas 
moore – Irish poet

the focus will always be on maths, Science 
and english as being the most important 
subjects. I fully agree that these subjects are 
of utmost importance, but do we not want 
to create diverse, intelligent children with 
kaleidoscopic knowledge? and why not 
have some fun on the way. 

learning a language is certainly a fun-filled 
and privileged experience. 

although a lot of focus and effort is put into 
maths, Science and english homework 
and studying, I want to start a movement of 
‘10minutes’ a day. By focussing on a second 
language for only 10 minutes a day, you will 
increase your knowledge and you will enjoy 
the lessons more and more as you realise 
that you are able to conquer this language!

I therefore encourage parents to motivate 
the students to take some time to indulge in 
their foreign languages. 

enjoy it, study it and this will truly enable our 
children to become great building blocks for 
the future!

The joy of foreign language learning

Gareth Sandell 
joined us at St 
John’s in January.  
He was trained 
in classical music 
as a tuba player, 
primarily in brass 
bands, at the royal 
northern college 
of music in manchester.  He played 
for former uK, european and world 
champions Wingate's Brass Band, as 
well as the national youth and young 
ambassadors' Brass Bands. Gareth is 
passionate about all music, whatever 
the genre, and has performed and 
recorded in europe, north america, the 
caribbean and africa. He has taught in 
an international school in tanzania and 
uganda, where he also owns a record 
label.  He has worked with students from 
early years through all of the Key Stages 
to diploma and degree level. Gareth 
is delighted to be taking up the post 
of director of music and looks forward 
to supporting the wealth of talented 
students at St John’s to help them reach 
their musical potential.

a warm 
welcome 
to our new 
‘music man’

ST JoHn’S 
InTErnATIonAl SCHool
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I was offered the extreme privilege of 
attending an operation Smile Mission 
to Madagascar. all the money ISH has 
raised with our miles to Smiles events are 
used on missions like these. I went with 2 
adult sponsors. our main responsibilities 
were to educate children and adults at 
the hospital as well as at orphanages and 
schools in the community. the operation 
Smile mission to madagscar was a life 
changing experience. I was very proud to 
come back and share with the students 
exactly where it is that their money is going 
and the difference that their money is making 
to these poor children who would not have 
been able to afford an operation if it were not 
for the contribution made by the students 
at ISH. the money that we have raised 
has paid for 24 operations. It is difficult to 
describe the level of poverty I experienced in 
madagascar. these people were so grateful 
for what was being done for them. I would 
like to encourage all our families at school 
to put a huge effort next year into miles for 
Smiles and let’s see how many more children 
we can help.”

Mrs Austin to Madagascar for 
an operation Smile Mission

InTErnATIonAl SCHool oF HElDErBErG

one of the many hopeful children seen by the operation Smile mission team

By e.H. carwithen (Head of History)

Imagine the scene: a beautiful 
March day in Husum with the crocuses 
in full bloom and the sound of leather 
on willow in the Sports Hall at the local 
danskeSkole. denmark’s best cricketer 
is coaching a group of girls in the art of 
batting. to a cricket-loving englishman 
like myself, this is a revelation, for I had  not 
expected to see cricket being played here 
in Husum. Immediately my preconceptions 
are being challenged, which is one of the 
purposes of twinning.

It was Saturday, 26th march, the day 
of the first meeting in Husum between 
me (I’m Head of english and History 
at Holy trinity International School), 
and Horst Grunwald, head of the 
HusumdanskeSkole, and his colleagues. It 
is envisaged that in 2012 a pupil exchange 

Establishing a  
link with Husum’s 
danskeSkole

will take place between 
the two schools. a major 
purpose is to continue 
the tradition integral to 
twinning in Kidderminster 
of increasing understanding 
between young people in 
the town and its environs and 
their counterparts in Husum. 
Holy trinity International School’s link with the 
HusumdanskeSkole has been made possible 
because of the very generous support both of 
the Kidderminster twinning association and 
of StadtHusum. the partnership between the 
schools will have as its focus a cross-curricular 
project. the extensive use of wind farms, solar 
energy and dykes makes the Husum area a 
geographer’s paradise. literary studies might 
focus on local writer theodor Storm’s “der 
Schimmelreiter”. a conference between the 
teachers involved in the exchange is planned 
for early September. there is strong interest 
in exploring the position of minorities in 
society. to a historian like myself, the history 
of the danish population in South Slesvig is 

a fascinating one. though 
the northern part of the 
region which danes know 
as Sønderjylland returned to 
denmark after the plebiscite 
of 1920, the southern part 
remained a part of Germany. 
the danskeSkole exists to 
provide an education that 

ensures the continuation of danish values 
and the danish language amongst the 
minority population of Husum. 

on my visit to the school I was made 
aware of the challenges facing minority 
populations, and the teachers at the 
danskeSkole are especially keen on 
exploring them as part of the partnership 
between their school and Holy trinity. 
Holy trinity is an international school and 
welcomes the opportunity it has been 
given to extend its network of international 
contacts. Since returning from my visit, 
there has been great enthusiasm amongst 
pupils at Holy trinity International School for 
developing links with the danskeSkole.

Holy TrInITy InTErnATIonAl SCHool

Teachers
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By Angela Parry-Davies 

As many of you know, I spent a week in 
november out of school attending our 
annual IES conference.  three years ago, 
we hosted it in exeter, the following year 
it was cancelled due to the recession, last 
year we went to Birmingham and this year…. 
cape town! I was certainly not complain-
ing, as it has been nearly four years since I 
visited and gave me the opportunity to visit 
the school with which I had been so involved 
in setting up from scratch.  the pleasure in 
seeing how the students - who started their 
schooling with us - have developed and 
flourished and are now producing outstand-
ing academic results in their IB and IGcSe’s, 
is immeasurable. the greatest inspiration 
though is how they are as people; confident, 
caring and committed to learning. they are 
clearly thinkers who are really grappling with 
the intricacies of an ever-changing world and 
are brave enough to consider their rights 
alongside their responsibilities. this surely 
is the type of person who we want to send 
out into the world and what we are offering 
here at St John’s should equip them in the 
same way.  

I really went, however, to attend a 
conference which was a wholly collaborative 
and communicative event.  In the past we, 
as Heads and directors of IeS, have made 
presentations. this year was much more 
about sharing our collective expertise and 

developing the strength of our group as a 
whole.  Being part of IeS sets St John’s apart 
from so many other schools and we are 
committed to using this strength and really 
trying to find opportunities to develop this.  
We discussed issues which included making 
the most out of being part of the IeS and SeK 
network

the key focus underpinning our 
discussions was to improve the educational 
opportunity for all of our students. Questions 
centred around, “How best?”, “When 
best?”, “Who best?”, “What best?” and 
with our varied experiences we were able 
to share “Best practice” in many fields.  We 
have come away with the commitment 
to introduce a music week in Budapest 
next year, which will be a joint venture 
of performance and participation rather 
than competition – where workshops 
and practices will build towards a larger 
“massed” concert.

We are also working on building a 
calendar of events which is both more 
balanced and prepared further in advance 
to give students the opportunity to plan 
which events they should and could become 
involved with.

We now know that the 2012 InterSeK will 
be a cultural one which will be held in may 
in Vinya del mar in chile.  this will be open 
to students between the ages of 12 and 16, 
as long as they are not in a national exam 

year and that they are meeting our standards 
and expectations! there will be singing, 
dancing, drama, science investigations, 
graphic design competitions, and individual 
and group presentations, to name but a 
few and we are very much hoping to send a 
good and competitive team from St John’s 
next year.

as part of the conference each year we 
have a Key note Speaker and this year was 
no exception.  dr tate, our new chairman 
of the IeS group, gave a motivational talk 
titled, “What is education For?”  this is 
available to view via the homepage of 
our website and is well worth reading.  
mr Segovia also summarises the actions 
across the organisation each year at our 
conference. the organisation as a whole 
has grown significantly this year and much 
investment has taken place in all the schools 
and universities. as mr Segovia pointed 
out, 4 000 000 businesses globally have 
had to close over the past year and he is 
very pleased to announce that none of our 
schools have been put in this position.

overall, the conference was very 
worthwhile and I know that we will be 
implementing a number of initiatives as a 
direct result of this last week. It was a long 
way to go, with many hours travelling, but a 
beautiful place to revisit and my thanks go to 
mrs resnekov from our Blouberg School for 
hosting this event.

IES conference – Cape Town – 12-14 november 2011



Blouberg International School
21 dorchester drive, Parklands
7441 cape town
South africa
tel: + (27) 21 557 9071
Fax: + (27) 21 557 9027
contact.blouberg@iesmail.com
www.blouberginternational.co.za

Boca Prep International School
10333 diego drive South
Boca raton, Fl. 33428 - uSa
tel: + (1-561) 852 1410
Fax: + (1-561) 470 6124
contact.bocaprep@iesmail.com
www.bocaprep.net

Holy Trinity International School
Birmingham road, Kidderminster,
Worcestershire dy10 2By, uK
tel: + 44 (0) 1562 822 929
Fax: + 44 (0) 1562 865 137
contact@holytrinity.co.uk
www.holytrinity.co.uk

International School of Helderberg
Hazeldendrive, Heritage Park,
Somerset West ,
7130 cape town, South africa
tel: + (27) 21 851 6290/1
Fax: + (27) 21 851 6292
contact.helderberg@iesmail.com
www.helderberg.iesedu.com

International School of Hout Bay
Suite 164 Private Bag X14
Hout Bay 7872
cape town, South africa
tel: + (27) 21 790 8149 - + (27) 21 790 6285
Fax: + (27) 21 790 5814
contact.houtbay@iesmail.com
www.houtbay.iesedu.com

SEK Budapest International School
Hűvösvölgyi út 131
1021 Budapest - Hungary
tel: + (361) 394 2968
Fax: + (361) 200 6615
contact.sekbudapest@iesmail.com
www.budapest.iesedu.com

St John’s International School
Broadway ,Sidmouth, devon,
eX10 8rG, uK
tel: + 44 (0) 1395 513 984
Fax: + 44 (0) 1395 514 539
contact.stjohns@iesmail.com
www.stjohnsdevon.co.uk

The Grantham Preparatory School
Gorse lane, Grantham, lincolnshire,
nG31 7uF, uK
tel: + 44 (0) 1476 593 293
Fax: +44 (0) 1476 593 293
contact.grantham@iesmail.com
www.granthamprep.co.uk

www.iesedu.com


